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Summary

The research presented in this thesis is focused on the mesoscopic modelling
of multiphase flow in a confined geometry with Dissipative Particle Dynamics
(DPD). DPD is a particle-based mesoscopic simulation technique that recovers
the Navier-Stokes equations and is particularly useful to model the complex
dynamics of interfaces in mixing processes. One of the advantages of the DPD
technique in this respect is the natural way in which phase behaviour arises
from the repulsive interactions between particles of unlike fluids. It is also rel-
atively easy to create surfactant molecules in the DPD technique, which makes
it possible to study the behaviour of surfactants at the interface and their in-
fluence on the mixing process. Before the DPD technique could actually be
used for the modelling of multiphase flow problems, further development and
validation was however needed. To this end, new methods are introduced in
the first part of the thesis to correctly model solid boundaries in the continuum
limit and handle fluids of different viscosity in one system. Then, in the second
part of the thesis, the DPD technique is applied to model the flow in a lid-
driven cavity and study the mixing of two fluids with and without surfactants.

Solid boundaries are required to model the flow in a finite system confined
by walls. A solid wall should be impenetrable, show no-slip and should not af-
fect the fluid properties. Solid walls used in previous DPD studies were unable
to meet all three these conditions or met them with limited success. Therefore,
a new method for implementing solid boundaries in DPD has been developed.
The method, described in chapter 2, makes use of parallel twin systems to set
up the wall by a back-to-back placement. This novel approach automatically
generates a smooth particle and velocity distribution across the wall bounda-
ry as well as correct interparticle correlations, very similar to periodic boun-
daries. A clear advantage of this approach is that no additional wall particles
are needed in order to construct the wall, which makes this wall method very
efficient. In addition, an improved reflection mechanism is defined to make the
wall boundary impenetrable. This bounce-forward reflection places particles
that enter the wall region back into the system in a more natural way than
the commonly used bounce-back reflection. The back-to-back placement of
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parallel twin systems in combination with the bounce-forward reflection mech-
anism produced a comprehensive method to create solid walls that could meet
the no-slip boundary condition without affecting the properties of the system.
The introduction of periodic conditions for curved boundaries made the new
wall method applicable to non-planar solid boundaries as well.

In a multiphase system, fluids will differ in viscosity. The viscosity of a fluid
and the differences in viscosity between one fluid and another have a strong in-
fluence on the dynamic behaviour and the mixing of fluids. The ability to deal
with viscosity differences is therefore essential for realistic modelling of multi-
phase flows. It was known that the viscosity of a DPD fluid can be controlled
with the friction factor, an input parameter that characterizes the strength of
the drag force between interacting particles. So, in a multiphase system each
fluid can simply be given its own friction factor, yielding the viscosity of that
fluid. Now, the difficulty turned out to be the definition of the friction factor for
the interaction between particles of unlike fluids. In chapter 3 we demonstrate
that this unlike friction factor has a significant effect on flow dynamics. How-
ever, it lacks a related physical property such as interfacial tension or solubility
to specify its value. Three methods are described in chapter 3 to calculate the
friction factor between particles of unlike fluids. One of these methods only
requires the friction factors of the individual fluids and is of most practical
use in real applications. The methods are validated for steady as well as un-
steady Poiseuille flow of two adjacent immiscible fluids. The obtained results
are consistent with theory and show that the presented methods enable DPD
to handle fluids of different viscosity in one system, while leaving the dynamics
of the fluids intact.

In order to explore the opportunities of the DPD technique with the new wall
method in a real fluid dynamics problem, the flow of an incompressible, New-
tonian fluid in a lid-driven cavity is considered over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers in chapter 4. A lid-driven cavity consists of a box with a moving lid.
When the lid is given a certain velocity, the fluid inside the cavity is set in mo-
tion. Different types of vortices and flow structures were observed with DPD
that are typical for cavity flow. Velocity profiles, streamlines and locations of
the primary eddy centre are compared to a semi-analytic solution and results
obtained with other techniques. The agreement is very good and we can con-
clude that the DPD technique with the new wall method is readily applicable
as flow solver to real engineering problems.
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The true power of the particle-based DPD technique lies in modelling of com-
plex fluids and phase behaviour under flow conditions. In chapter 5 we therefore
apply DPD to study the effect of interfacial tension on forced mixing. To this
end, the mixing of two fluids placed on top of each other in a square lid-driven
cavity is considered. The fluids are initially at rest and separated by a flat
interface at half the cavity’s height. The initially flat interface between the
layered fluids starts to deform as soon as the lid of the cavity sets the fluids
in motion. First, the two-phase flow calculations with DPD are validated for
the mixing of two fluids without interfacial tension at a low Reynolds number.
A good agreement was observed between the interface deformation simulated
with DPD and results derived from a semi-analytical solution of the flow field,
experiments and CFD calculations. Next, the DPD technique is applied to
study the mixing process at Reynolds numbers up to 1000 for two fluids with
interfacial tension. Because interfacial tension acts to minimize the interfacial
area and opposes the deformation of the interface, mixing is much slower with
interfacial tension. At the point where interfacial tension starts to dominate
over viscous forces the fluids refuse to mix and the interface reaches a constant
shape.

The ability of a surfactant to lower the interfacial tension is of key interest
in the mixing process of immiscible phases. Understanding how surfactants
behave on a moving and deforming interface, and how this affects mixing, can
help to improve the selection and development of the optimal surfactant for a
given application. In chapter 6 we employ the DPD technique to examine the
behaviour of surfactants for the flow of two immiscible fluids in a square lid-
driven cavity. The DPD simulations show that the surfactant particles spread
uniformly over an interface between fluids at rest. However, the forced flow
in the lid-driven cavity sweeps the surfactant in downstream direction along
the interface where the surfactant particles accumulate. This non-uniform sur-
factant distribution makes the interfacial properties totally different from that
of an interface between fluids at rest. At regions of high surfactant loading
the interfacial tension is lower and the interface is easier to deform than at re-
gions where the surfactant loading is low. We also observe that the surfactant
particles on the interface suppress interfacial motion. These results demon-
strate once more the strength of the DPD technique in modeling the complex
phenomena at interfaces in multiphase flow problems.
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Samenvatting

Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is gericht op het modelleren van
meerfasenstroming met behulp van Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD). DPD
is een op deeltjes gebaseerde mesoscopische simulatietechniek die voldoet aan
de Navier-Stokes vergelijkingen. DPD is bijzonder nuttig om de complexe
dynamiek van het grensvlak tijdens een mengproces te modelleren. Een van
de voordelen van de DPD techniek hierbij is de natuurlijke manier waarop
fasegedrag voortvloeit uit de afstotende interactie tussen de deeltjes van on-
gelijke vloeistoffen. Het is ook relatief gemakkelijk om complexe moleculen
in de DPD techniek te creëren, wat het mogelijk maakt om het gedrag van
bijvoorbeeld oppervlakteactieve stoffen bij het grensvlak te bestuderen en hun
invloed op het mengproces. Alvorens DPD daadwerkelijk gebruikt kon worden
voor het modelleren van meerfasenstroming, was echter verdere ontwikkeling
en validatie van de techniek nodig. In het eerste deel van het proefschrift
wordt hiertoe een nieuwe methode beschreven en getest om wanden correct
te modelleren in DPD. Daarnaast wordt er een methode gëıntroduceerd en
gevalideerd die het mogelijk maakt verschillende viscositeiten in één systeem
te modelleren. In het tweede deel van het proefschrift wordt de DPD techniek
vervolgens toegepast voor het modelleren van de stroming in een ’lid-driven
cavity’ en het bestuderen van de menging van twee vloeistoffen met en zonder
aanwezigheid van oppervlakteactieve stoffen.

Om de stroming in een eindig systeem te kunnen modelleren, is het nodig
om wanden te definiëren. Een dergelijke wand moet ondoordringbaar zijn voor
de vloeistofdeeltjes, moet de wandsnelheid op juiste wijze opleggen en mag de
eigenschappen van het aangrenzende medium niet veranderen. De wanden die
zijn gebruikt in eerdere DPD studies waren niet of slechts in beperkte mate
in staat om aan alle drie deze voorwaarden te voldoen. Daarom is een nieuwe
methode ontwikkeld voor het implementeren van vaste wanden in DPD. De
methode, beschreven in hoofdstuk 2, maakt gebruik van parallelle tweeling sys-
temen om de wand op te zetten door middel van een ’back-to-back’ plaatsing.
Deze nieuwe benadering genereert automatisch een continue deeltjes- en snel-
heidsverdeling over de wand evenals een juiste interactie tussen de deeltjes aan
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weerszijden van de wand, vergelijkbaar met periodieke grenzen. Een duidelijk
voordeel van deze aanpak is dat er geen extra wanddeeltjes nodig zijn om de
muur te bouwen. Dit maakt deze methode zeer efficiënt. Daarnaast is een
verbeterd reflectie mechanisme gedefinieerd om de wand ondoordringbaar te
maken. Deze ’bounce-forward’ reflectie plaatst deeltjes die de muur invliegen
op een meer natuurlijke manier terug in het systeem dan de veelgebruikte
’bounce-back’ reflectie. De back-to-back plaatsing van de parallelle systemen
in combinatie met de bounce-forward reflectie vormt een afdoende methode
om wanden in DPD te creëren zonder de eigenschappen van het aangrenzende
medium aan te tasten. De introductie van periodieke randvoorwaarden voor
gekromde grenzen maakt de nieuwe wandmethode tevens toepasbaar voor niet-
vlakke wanden.

In een meerfasensysteem zullen vloeistoffen verschillen in viscositeit. De vis-
cositeit van een vloeistof, en van vloeistoffen onderling, heeft een sterke invloed
op het dynamisch gedrag en de menging van vloeistoffen. Het kunnen omgaan
met viscositeitverschillen is daarom van essentieel belang voor het realistisch
modelleren van meerfasenstroming. Het was bekend dat de viscositeit van een
DPD vloeistof kan worden geregeld met de wrijvingsfactor, een modelparame-
ter die de kracht van de wrijving tussen deeltjes karakteriseert. In een meer-
fasensysteem moet voor elke vloeistof een wrijvingsfactor worden gedefinieerd
die resulteert in de viscositeit van die vloeistof. De moeilijkheid is nu om de
wrijvingsfactor tussen deeltjes van ongelijke vloeistoffen te definiëren. In hoofd-
stuk 3 tonen we aan dat deze wijvingsfactor tussen ongelijke deeltjes een sig-
nificant effect heeft op het stromingsgedrag. Een fysische eigenschap waaraan
deze wrijvingsfactor kan worden gerelateerd ter specificatie ontbreekt echter.
Drie methoden worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 waarmee de wrijvingsfactor
tussen ongelijke deeltjes berekend kan worden. Eén van deze methoden maakt
alleen gebruik van de wrijvingsfactor van de afzonderlijke vloeistoffen en is van
meest praktisch nut. De methoden zijn gevalideerd voor Poiseuille stroming
van twee onmengbare vloeistoffen. De verkregen resultaten zijn consistent met
theorie en tonen aan dat de gëıntroduceerde methoden het mogelijk maken
vloeistoffen van verschillende viscositeit te modelleren in één DPD systeem.

Om de mogelijkheden van de DPD techniek met de nieuwe wandmethode te
verkennen is de stroming van een onsamendrukbare, Newtonse vloeistof in
een lid-driven cavity beschouwd voor verschillende Reynolds getallen in hoofd-
stuk 4. Een lid-driven cavity bestaat uit een rechthoekige box met een bewe-
gende deksel. Zodra het deksel in beweging wordt gezet, komt het medium in de
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cavity ook in beweging. De met DPD berekende snelheidsprofielen, stroomlij-
nen en posities van de primaire vortex zijn vergeleken met een semi-analytische
oplossing en met resultaten van andere computertechnieken. De overeenkomst
is zeer goed en we kunnen concluderen dat de DPD techniek met de nieuwe
wandmethode toepasbaar is voor het oplossen van stromingsproblemen in een
eindig, door wanden omsloten systeem.

De ware kracht van de DPD techniek ligt in het modelleren van de stroming van
complexe vloeistoffen en meerfasensystemen. In hoofdstuk 5 is DPD daarom
toegepast om het effect van oppervlaktespanning op gedwongen menging te
bestuderen. Hiertoe is de menging van twee op elkaar geplaatste vloeistof-
fen in een lid-driven cavity beschouwd. De vloeistoffen zijn aanvankelijk in
rust en gescheiden door een horizontaal grensvlak. Zodra de stroming in de
lid-driven cavity in gang wordt gezet, zullen de vloeistoffen gaan mengen en
zal het grensvlak gaan vervormen. Allereerst worden de DPD berekeningen
gevalideerd bij een laag Reynolds getal voor twee vloeistoffen zonder oppervlak-
tespanning. De vervorming van het grensvlak voorspelt met DPD komt goed
overeen met de resultaten afgeleid van een semi-analytische oplossing, experi-
mentele resultaten en CFD berekeningen. Vervolgens wordt de DPD techniek
toegepast om de menging van twee vloeistoffen in een lid-driven cavity met
oppervlaktespanning te bestuderen voor verschillende Reynolds getallen. Een
systeem met oppervlaktespanning streeft naar een minimaal oppervlak tussen
de fasen. Hierdoor is de menging van de twee vloeistoffen met oppervlaktespan-
ning veel trager. Zodra de oppervlaktespanning de viskeuze krachten begint
te overheersen, mengen de vloeistoffen niet verder en bereikt de grenslaag een
constante vorm.

Het vermogen van oppervlakteactieve stoffen, ook wel surfactants genoemd, om
de oppervlaktespanning te verlagen, is van essentieel belang in het mengproces
van onmengbare fasen. Begrijpen hoe surfactants zich gedragen op een bewe-
gend en vervormend grensvlak, en hoe dit de menging bëınvloed, kan helpen de
selectie en ontwikkeling van de juiste surfactant voor een gegeven toepassing
te verbeteren. In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we de DPD techniek toegepast om het
gedrag van surfactants te onderzoeken tijdens het mengen van twee onmeng-
bare vloeistoffen in een lid-driven cavity. De DPD simulaties laten zien dat de
surfactant deeltjes zich gelijkmatig verspreiden over een grensvlak tussen twee
vloeistoffen in rust. De gedwongen stroming in een lid-driven cavity voert de
surfactant deeltjes echter mee langs het grensvlak in stroomafwaartse richting.
Dit leidt tot een ongelijkmatige verdeling van de surfactant deeltjes wat de
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eigenschappen van het grensvlak bëınvloed. In gebieden met een hoge surfac-
tant lading is de oppervlaktespanning lager en is het grensvlak gemakkelijker
te vervormen dan in gebieden met een lage surfactant lading. De DPD simu-
laties laten ook zien dat de surfactant deeltjes de stroming over het grensvlak
onderdrukken. Deze resultaten tonen opnieuw de kracht van de DPD techniek
in het modelleren van de complexe verschijnselen op de grensvlakken in een
meerfasenstroming.
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1 Introduction

Once upon a time scientific research was either theoretical or experimental. In
the last decades the development of computer technology took a revolutionary
flight and computational research evolved as a new scientific tool. Nowadays
computational science is a well established research field and is it common
practice to perform experiments using a computer. The work in this thesis
belongs to the field of computational science.

1.1 Computer simulations

Computer experiments or simulations are as real experiments in that they are
employed to get a better understanding of the world around us. The virtual
world of the computer is especially useful to simulate situations that are diffi-
cult or impossible to study in the real world. For instance due to the extreme
conditions involved, the idealised conditions assumed or the microscopic res-
olution required. In this way, computer experiments were able to give (new)
insight in to scientific problems that could not be obtained from real experi-
ments.

A large variety of computer techniques exists to model natural and chemical
processes, each with its own advantages and operating on its own characteristic
time and length scales. The choice of technique depends on the process at hand
and/or the subject of interest. A well known modelling technique that gives
an atomistic description is Molecular Dynamics. The level of detail of this
technique makes it possible to resolve microscopic phenomena, but requires
so much CPU time that it is not feasible to model flow because of computer
limitations. Continuum-based techniques, on the other hand, give a (more)
macroscopic description and are very efficient flow solvers, but have difficulties
to address effects on a microscopic scale.

However, many processes exist where, both, micro- and macroscopic phenom-
ena are relevant. The conformation, orientation and ordering of complex com-
pounds such as polymers or lipids, for instance, will change in a flow field.
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In return, these microscopic changes will affect the flow. Another example is
found in the flow of immiscible phases. Microscopic phenomena at the interfa-
cial region, determining the flexibility of the interface, will influence the flow
around the interface, and vice versa. To simulate such processes requires a
technique that acts on a mesoscale in-between the atomistic and continuum
scale.

1.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) is a particle-based form of such a meso-
scopic modelling technique, DPD was introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koel-
man in 1992 [31]. A few years later, Español and Warren formulated a thermo-
stat for DPD that ensures the proper thermodynamic equilibrium in DPD [23].
It resulted in a technique that is isotropic and Galilean invariant, has the cor-
rect Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and conserves momentum, which is nec-
essary to produce Navier-Stokes hydrodynamic. The DPD technique is still
under development and knows several versions, nowadays [56]. In this thesis,
the classic and most common DPD implementation of Groot and Warren [29]
is followed.

The particle-based nature of DPD makes it relatively easy to create complex
fluids, simply by specifying the appropriate interactions between the DPD
particles. A polymer can be represented, for instance, by a chain of DPD
particles connected by springs. This feature makes the DPD technique partic-
ularly suited for modelling the behaviour of complex fluids under flow con-
ditions. Initially, DPD was introduced to study the dynamics of colloidal
suspensions [36] and has been widely used in this area [10]. Meanwhile, it
has been employed in many other problems involving polymers [14, 47, 65, 74],
phase separation [29,53], interface dynamics [19], membranes [43] and the flow
of red blood cells in capillaries [24, 46].

1.3 Scope and outline

In this thesis we investigate whether the DPD technique has reached a point
at which it is readily applied to solve realistic fluid dynamics problems. As a
test case the laminar flow in a lid-driven cavity is considered. The flow in a
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lid-driven cavity is complex and strongly influenced by the solid walls of the
cavity. A final test is to model the forced mixing of two immiscible fluids in a
lid-driven cavity and investigate how surfactants affect this process.

This thesis is organised as follows:

In the first two chapters contributions are made to the development of the
DPD technique:

• In chapter 2 a new method is introduced to create solid boundaries in
the DPD technique that considerably improves the description of a (solid)
wall. Solid walls are present in many technical applications and, thus, a
crucial ingredient of any flow solver.

• In chapter 3 the effect of viscosity differences on the flow dynamics of a
DPD fluid is investigated. Methods are derived and tested that enable
DPD to handle fluids of a different viscosity simultaneously in one system,
leaving the dynamics of the fluids intact.

In the last three chapters the DPD technique is applied to study real fluid
dynamics problems:

• In chapter 4 the DPD technique (with the improved wall description)
is tested as a flow solver for cavity flow of a single fluid. Flow results
are compared to a semi-analytic solution and results of several other
modelling techniques.

• In chapter 5 the forced mixing of two, initially separated fluids is mod-
elled in a lid-driven cavity with DPD. First, the multiphase flow sim-
ulations are validated. This is done by comparing the mixing patterns
in the cavity to those obtained from a semi-analytic solution, a contin-
uum technique and experiments. Next the mixing process is studied for
different values of the capillary number.

• In chapter 6 the effect of surfactants on the forced mixing of immiscible
fluids is investigated. A model surfactant is designed and added to two
immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity. Special attention is given to the
behaviour of the surfactants on the (moving and deforming) interface.
As far as we know, the behaviour of surfactants on the interface under
flow conditions has never been studied before.
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2 Solid walls in Dissipative Particle

Dynamics∗

Abstract

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) is a particle-based mesoscopic simulation
technique, especially useful to study hydrodynamic behaviour in the field of
complex fluid flow. Most studies with DPD have focused on bulk behaviour by
considering a part of an infinite region using periodic boundaries. To model
a finite system instead, boundary conditions of the solid walls confining the
system must be addressed. These conditions depend on the time and length
scales of phenomena studied, i.e. the level of coarse graining. Here we focus on
a mesoscopic level at which small scale atomistic effects near the wall are no
longer visible. At this, more macroscopic, level a solid wall should be impene-
trable, show no-slip and should not affect the fluid properties. Solid walls used
in previous studies were unable to meet all three these conditions or met them
with limited success. Here, we describe a method to create solid walls that
does satisfy all requirements, producing the correct boundary conditions. The
introduction of periodic conditions for curved boundaries makes this new wall
method fit for curved geometries as well. And, an improved reflection mecha-
nism makes the walls impenetrable without causing side effects. The method
described here could also be implemented in other particle-based models.

∗Part of this chapter has been published as: D.C. Visser, H.C.J. Hoefsloot and
P.D. Iedema. J. Comp. Phys., 205(2): 626-639, 2005.
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2.1 Introduction

The rheology in some flow problems, such as complex fluid or multiphase flow,
depends on microscopic information of the fluids present. Often, only a low-
level of molecular behaviour is relevant and should be captured by the numer-
ical technique employed. Conventional continuum-based techniques are based
on solving the Navier-Stokes equations and have difficulties to address effects
on a microscopic scale. On the other hand, molecular dynamics simulations
give a full description on atomistic scale that is too detailed and computa-
tionally very expensive. Mesoscopic simulation methods that are applicable
in between microscopic and macroscopic time- and length-scales, are therefore
particularly useful in these situations. Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)
is a particle-based form of such a mesoscopic method. DPD was introduced
by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman [31] to study suspensions [36]. Later, the hy-
drodynamic behaviour in various other problems has been studied with DPD,
involving polymers [65], multiple phases [53, 71, 76], and heat transfer [75].

Most of these studies simulate part of an infinite region using a system con-
fined by periodic boundaries. Simple shear flow with a linear velocity profile is
obtained in such systems with the Lees-Edwards boundary condition [1]. How-
ever, systems addressing more complex flow patterns or impenetrable bound-
aries require real solid walls. The desired behaviour of a solid wall, and hence
the boundary conditions, depends on the scale at which a system is observed.
On an atomic level it is likely that a wall induces structure in the fluid, as well
as locking and slip, influencing the behaviour in the order of nanometers from
the wall [12,38,69,72]. Nevertheless, when DPD is employed as particle-based
flow solver at a mesoscopic level of micrometers, the degree of coarse graining
is too high to show such atomistic effects near the wall.

The central question of the present work is how to construct a solid wall for this
higher, more macroscopic, level of mesoscopic modelling. On this level three
boundary conditions hold for a solid wall: (1) impenetrability; no particles
are allowed to enter the wall, (2) no-slip; the wall should impose the correct
velocity, and (3) the wall should not affect the fluid properties in the system.
Previous studies managed to implement impenetrability and no-slip boundary
conditions, but proved to show small scale effects like ordering near the wall,
which affects a substantial portion of the system. Obviously, this is not correct
from our “macroscopic” point of view, since the properties of a system should
not change when a wall is placed around it.
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In this chapter we present a new method for constructing solid walls solving
the problem of the above mentioned wall effects and related anomalies. The
method is based on a novel periodic approach that utilizes a set of identical
systems, instead of a single one. Besides, a technique is introduced to achieve
the correct interaction across a curved boundary, making it possible to model
systems with curved walls. Furthermore, we improved the reflection mecha-
nism that guarantees the wall’s impenetrability. Together with the existing
knowledge about boundary conditions this leads to a comprehensive boundary
method for solid walls in DPD.

2.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics

The DPD method describes a fluid system in a coarse-grained fashion by di-
viding it up in small interacting fluid packages. Each package is represented
by a DPD particle that is assumed to show the collective dynamic behaviour
of the group of molecules it contains. The evolution of the positions (ri) and
impulses (pi) of all interacting particles over time is governed by Newton’s
second law of motion:

∂ri

∂t
= vi(t) ,

∂vi

∂t
= fi(t) , (2.1)

where the mass is left out since we will work with particle masses of 1 for
simplicity. The equations of motion are solved using the modified velocity-
Verlet algorithm presented by Groot and Warren [29]. The total force acting
on a particle i is composed of three pairwise additive forces, a dissipative (FD

ij),
random (FR

ij) and conservative force (FC
ij):

fi(t) =
∑
j�=i

(
FD

ij + FR
ij + FC

ij

)
. (2.2)

Particles interact only with particles that are within a certain cut-off radius rc.
The degree of interaction depends on the absolute distance rij between particle
i and j. In the mathematical expression for the forces the rij-dependency is
taken into account by so called weight functions ω(rij).

The dissipative or drag force is related to the velocity difference between the
particles and acts as a resistance against motion. It is given by

FD
ij = −γωD(rij)(r̂ij · vij) r̂ij . (2.3)
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Here, rij = |ri − rj| , r̂ij = (ri − rj)/rij , vij = vi − vj and γ is a friction or
drag factor. The random force introduces the Brownian-like, chaotic character
of molecules and follows as

FR
ij = σζijω

R(rij) r̂ij , (2.4)

in which σ defines the fluctuation amplitude and ζij is a random number drawn
from a uniform distribution with zero mean and Δt−1 variance, where Δt is
the time step in the simulation. With the condition ζij = ζji the opposing
character of the force between particle pairs remains intact, ensuring conser-
vation of momentum in the model. The conservative force is a soft repulsive
force representing the effective potential between the groups of fluid molecules
assembled in the different DPD particles. The expression is given by

FC
ij = aωC(rij) r̂ij , (2.5)

where a is the maximum repulsion between a pair of particles.

Español and Warren [23] have shown that the system relaxes to a Gibbs-
Boltzmann equilibrium distribution when the correct thermostat is applied.
They proved that this holds true if the random and dissipative forces are
balanced and related to the system temperature T according the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem:

ωD(rij) = [ωR(rij)]
2 , σ2 = 2kBT γ , (2.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The weight functions, tending to zero for
rij → rc , can have the following simple form:

ωR(rij) = ωC(rij) =

{
1−

rij

rc
if rij < rc

0 if rij ≥ rc . (2.7)

The simulations in this chapter are performed with rc = 1.0 , kBT = 1.0 , σ =

3.0 , a = 75kBT/n and Δt = 0.01, after the example of Groot and Warren [29].
All measurements are preceded by an equilibration period and all quantities
are in arbitrary DPD units, e.g. length is in rc units.
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2.3 Flat solid walls in DPD

So far only few studies dealt with the construction of solid walls in DPD.
Most of them modelled flat walls by locally freezing the DPD particles [19,
27,34,37,49,62], similar to the way solid objects such as colloidal particles are
constructed [8,9,36]. The frozen particles interact as normal fluid particles, but
have a fixed position and velocity, i.e. the wall velocity. To prevent particles
from entering the wall region Kong et al. [37], and Malfreyt and Tildesley [49]
chose a higher particle density in the wall, while Jones et al. [34] increased
the repulsive force from the wall particles. Both these techniques result in a
strong wall repulsion and a depletion of particles near the wall in non-ideal
systems (a > 0). Later the idea of reflecting the particles in the wall boundary
was introduced to guarantee the wall’s impenetrability [27, 62]. Nevertheless,
a high wall density is still required to approach no-slip in systems with flow as
shown by Revenga et al. [62], again producing undesirable density distortions
near the wall. Moreover, the frozen positions of the wall particles in these
methods intrinsically invoke ordering of particles in the vicinity of the wall,
causing density fluctuations and affecting the fluid behaviour near the wall.
It should again be realized that such phenomena near the wall should not be
visible on the coarse grained level we aim at.

A new method was introduced by Willemsen et al. [73] who imposed the no-slip
boundary condition by continuing the velocity profile in an extra layer of parti-
cles outside the simulation box. The positions and velocities of the particles in
this wall layer are determined from the particles within the interaction distance
of the wall. The high spatial correlation between this no-slip layer and the sys-
tem disturbed the particle distribution close to the wall. To avoid this they
calculated the repulsive interaction from a different, second layer of particles.
By constructing this repulsive layer from the layer of particles just outside the
interaction distance of the wall the authors tried to achieve an undisturbed
particle distribution. However, their method still affects the fluid properties
significantly and, thus, violates one of the boundary conditions for a solid wall
we pursue here.

The effect of the Willemsen method is demonstrated in figure 2.1 for three
particle densities n in the system, where the particle and velocity distributions
are visualized by density and temperature profiles, respectively. The results
are obtained for a rectangular system of 6000 particles confined between walls
at x = 0 and x = 5 after averaging over 2·104 time steps. No external forces are
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Figure 2.1: Effect of the repulsive and no-slip wall layers from the Willemsen method
on the density (a) and temperature (b) in different systems.

acting on the system so fluid and walls are at rest. A bounce-back reflection,
recommended by Revenga et al. [62], with inversion of the acceleration (see
section 2.5) makes the wall impenetrable. In such a static situation a periodic
boundary shows, apart from impenetrability, the desired wall behaviour: an
average velocity of zero and no distortions near the wall. This allows us to ob-
serve the effect of the repulsive and the no-slip wall layers from the Willemsen
method separately. First, only the repulsive layer is applied, while the dis-
sipative and random interactions are obtained from a periodic image of the
system. Then, the no-slip layer is applied, while the repulsive interactions are
calculated from a periodic image.

A strong effect of the repulsive layer is observed on the density as well as
the temperature. The no-slip layer has no visible effect on the density (not
shown in figure 2.1(a) for clarity) and a relatively small but not negligible
effect on temperature. Note that for low densities the distortion close to the
wall influences the whole system. The distortions are not an effect of time step
size and occur also at other equilibrium temperatures. Although the distortions
decrease for higher particle densities in the system, they are still not negligible
up to a depth of 0.5rc from the wall for n = 10. Considering a cubic simulation
box of 10 × 10 × 10 the effected region is already 27% of the total simulated
volume for n = 10 and even higher for lower densities. To reach a level at
which the wall effects can be neglected, either the system must be enlarged to
impractical dimensions, or restricted to very high densities. Both these options
are computationally costly and undesirable.
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2.3.1 The parallel wall method

In a single phase DPD system with periodic boundaries the particle and ve-
locity distribution is uniform throughout the system, ensuring homogeneous
inter-particle forces in the whole system without undesired distortions at the
boundary. Considering the particles within the interaction radius of a peri-
odic boundary, it is observed that they interact directly with particles of the
periodic image across the boundary, as if they were normal neighbours. And,
just as holds for normal neighbours; action is reaction. Thus, the positions
and velocities of particles on both sides of the boundary are directly corre-
lated. This direct correlation across the boundary is lost in the wall method
of Willemsen et al.and is apparently the origin of the observed distortions.

An obvious way to acquire direct correlation is to utilize the principle of a
periodic boundary in the construction of a wall, as is done for instance in the
Lees-Edwards method [1]. The Lees-Edwards method can, however, only be
applied to induce shear flow between two parallel walls moving in opposite
direction. In other, more complex, situations the flow conditions on both sides
of the system are no longer proportional and/or independent of the position
along the wall. This makes it impossible to match the periodic images in
the Lees-Edwards method without discontinuities in the particle and velocity
distribution. Such discontinuities will give rise to distortions and slip.

In view of the foregoing discussion one can see that direct correlation and
continuity of the particle and velocity distribution are necessary across the
boundary to prevent undesired distortions. Therefore, such characteristics are
essential ingredients for the modelling of a solid wall. Lets consider the particle
distribution. An obvious way to achieve continuity in the particle distribution
across the wall boundary is by mirroring the particle positions over that bound-
ary. This creates a mirror image of the system on the other side of the wall
boundary. Applying this mirror image as wall will, however, cause a too strong
correlation between the particle positions in the wall and the system [73]. A
better option is, instead of using the mirror image of the system itself, to em-
ploy the mirror image of a twin system. The dimensions and properties of the
twin systems are similar as well as the flow conditions inside. So, in fact, they
model the same flow with another set of interacting particles. Parallel calcula-
tion of the twin systems guarantees that the particle and velocity distribution
in both systems corresponds at any time. Now, placing these parallel twin
systems back-to-back, as illustrated in figure 2.2 with system 1 and 2, they can
act as a wall for each other, automatically producing continuity of the particle
distribution and direct correlation across the wall boundary. Reflecting the
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Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing to illustrate the parallel wall method for a system
with walls in the x-direction. Mirror images (blank) of one parallel system (grey) act
as wall for the other and vice versa.
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particle velocities of the parallel twin system with respect to the wall velocity
in all directions continues the velocity profile beyond the wall, as illustrated in
figure 2.2 with arrows, and produces no-slip [73].

The use of multiple systems in this parallel wall method seems computa-
tionally costly. However, each system provides useful data for the statistical
post-process which, in turn, allows one to reduce the sampling space and/or
time. Consider, for instance, a rectangular system of 5 × 10 × 5 confined be-
tween flat walls at x = 0 and x = 5. To model the walls in this system with
the parallel wall method we need two systems of 5 × 10 × 5, as illustrated
in figure 2.2 with system 1 and 2. Seemingly this doubles the computational
load. However, both systems model the same flow problem and system 1 and
2 can, in fact, be regarded as two halves of one large system of size 5× 10× 10
or 5 × 20 × 5. Thus, to obtain results of the same precision with a system
of 5 × 10 × 5 takes twice as long or requires a system that is twice as large.
So altogether the parallel wall method takes no additional computation time.
An advantage of the parallel wall method over other wall methods is the fact
that no extra particles are added to physically construct the wall. Such wall
particles do not provide useful information and are therefore inefficient. For
the system of 5 × 10 × 5 with walls at x = 0 and x = 5 the number of extra
wall particles the Willemsen method requires is already 40% of the particles
present in the system itself. The extra computation time is of the same order.
Another computational advantage is that the parallel systems are very suitable
for parallel calculation.

To test the effect of the parallel wall method on the fluid properties we per-
formed simulations in a rectangular system of 6000 particles (n = 5) confined
by walls at x = 0 and x = 5. Again the walls are at rest and a bounce-back
reflection with inversion of the acceleration is performed whenever a particle
crosses the wall boundary. The boundaries in the y- and z-direction of the
simulation box are periodic. At present we check the overall wall performance
by observing the mean force on the particles over time at different positions
between the walls. An incorrect wall performance will reveal itself directly by
an imbalanced, non-zero effective force. In figure 2.3 the effective force profile
resulting from the parallel wall method is compared to those resulting from
the Willemsen method and periodic boundary conditions after averaging over
2 · 104 time steps. The performance clearly improves when the parallel wall
method is used, showing the same uniformity in forces throughout the sys-
tem as a periodic boundary. Consequently, the strong effect on density and
temperature is also absent.
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Figure 2.3: Effective force as function of the x-position in the system, 〈fi(x)〉, re-
sulting from different boundary methods.

2.3.2 The periodic wall method

In some special cases we can use a simplified form of the parallel wall method.
When symmetry exists in the flow pattern, the required matching particle and
velocity distribution can be found within the system itself. Then, the desired
wall performance can simply be obtained from a periodic image, and is it not
necessary to employ an additional parallel system. This method is, henceforth,
referred to as the periodic wall method. It is for instance applicable when the
walls in figure 2.2 move with the same speed in opposite direction. In such a
situation, mirroring the periodic image (of the system itself) in the direction
of the wall displacement creates the desired matching on both sides of the
system, as illustrated schematically in figure 2.4. Other suitable examples in
this respect are Poiseuille flow and systems where the walls move with the same
speed in the same direction. In these situations the flow conditions on both
sides of the system match exactly and the wall can be constructed directly
from the periodic image.

2.3.3 Walls in more than one dimension

In the methods employed to define a boundary in DPD care must be taken
that a particle never interacts with itself and no more than once with another
to prevent spurious correlations. As for periodic boundaries, this restricts the
parallel and periodic wall method to systems where the wall boundaries are
at least rc and 2rc apart, respectively. It also implies that multiple parallel
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the periodic wall method for a system with walls
in the x-direction. The mirrored periodic image (blank) of the system itself (grey) acts
as wall.

systems are required when a system is confined by walls in two or three direc-
tions. With walls in two directions, for instance, a particle in the corner of the
simulation box interacts with three systems across a wall boundary. Like each
particle the corner particle should feel particles within its interaction radius
that are all different. In the parallel wall method this can only be guaran-
teed, if the three systems across the wall boundary are three different parallel
systems. Hence, a total of four systems should be simulated. Figure 2.5(a)
illustrates how these systems are matched in the parallel wall method. For the
same reason, a set of eight systems is required, when the domain is confined
by walls in all directions. Often, though, a plane of symmetry is present in the
flow, which enables us to halve the number of required systems by applying
the periodic wall method.

Once again no-slip is produced by continuing the velocity profile across the
wall boundaries inside the parallel systems. It is obvious that parallel system
2 in figure 2.5(a) sets up the right wall and parallel system 3 the top wall for
system 1. Parallel system 4 sets up the wall corner and can be understood
as part of the right wall or part of the top wall. This makes it unclear which
wall velocity the particles of corner system 4 should impose. The most simple
option is to split the corner system in two, grouping the particles to the nearest
wall and let them impose the velocity of that wall. However, this will lead to
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(a) Placement (b) Division

Figure 2.5: On the left the back-to-back placement in the parallel wall method is
shown for a system with walls in the x- and y-direction. On the right corner system 4
is divided into a region that belongs to the right wall (hatched) and top wall (blank)
for particle i of system 1.

interactions across the top wall with particles of the right wall and vice versa.
More consistent is, therefore, to assign particles in a corner system to the wall
across which they interact. The particles in system 4 are, thus, assigned to the
right or top wall based on the position of the particles in system 1, as shown
schematically in figure 2.5(b) for particle i. The straight line from i through
the point where system 1 and 4 touch divides corner system 4 into a part that
belongs to the right and the top wall for this particle.

2.4 Curved solid walls in DPD

So far, there are only few reports in literature concerning non-planar or curved
walls in DPD [2,5,21]. The curved walls in the study of Darias et al. [21] exist by
means of a bounce-back reflection alone, without (frozen) particles physically
constructing the walls. This method results in an accumulation of particles
at the wall, instead of a depletion, and similar density distortions as the flat
high density walls of frozen particles. Altenhoff et al. [2] were able to created
curved walls by imposing a wall force, computed as the probability distribution
function of the forces on a particle measured in a separate calculation for a
homogeneous system at rest. Still some difficulties are observed with this wall
method in imposing no-slip without disturbing the density and temperature
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of the fluid next to the wall. Berkenbos and Lowe [5] used a layer of dummy
particles to set up the wall. This method was designed for ideal systems without
particle-particle repulsion and is not applicable for non-ideal systems. The new
boundary method for solid walls introduced in section 2.3 would offer a good
alternative here, but refers to flat walls. In this section we will present a
technique that makes them fit for curved walls as well.

In the parallel and periodic wall method the walls are formed, respectively, by
the mirror image of a parallel system and the periodic image of the system
itself. The presence of a curved boundary makes it impossible to connect the
system to such mirror or periodic images in a close-fitting manner. This means
that there will be undesirable gaps. However, such a close connection can be
recovered by folding the image around the curved boundary. When symmetry
is present the periodic mirror image of the system itself can be employed or
else the mirror image of a parallel system.

The folding procedure is illustrated in figure 2.6(a) for a cylindrical geometry
with coordinates (r, θ, z). The cylinder has a radius of Rcyl and is infinite
in the z-direction. The figure shows the cross-section through the cylinder,
marked by the thick black line, and the positions of the particles close to
its curved boundary. Since the cylinder is axisymmetric the periodic wall
method can be applied, i.e. constructing the wall from the periodic image of
the system. However, to prevent particles from interacting with themselves
across the boundary a periodic mirror image should be employed here instead
of a periodic image. Figure 2.6(a) shows a part of the periodic mirror image,
drawn in grey. It is obtained by placing the cylinder and its periodic image
next to each other and mirroring the particle positions of the periodic image
in the plane θ = 0. Now, the layer of particles within the interaction radius
rc from the boundary of the periodic mirror image can be folded around the
curved boundary of the original system, yielding the desired close connection.
Observing the transition of particle j to its periodic mirror image j ′ to j ′′ after
folding, it becomes clear that the whole folding procedure is, in fact, nothing
else than making the system periodic in the direction perpendicular to the
boundary. This direction is, in this case, equal to the radial direction, because
the radius of curvature Rκ is constant, and equal to the radius of the cylinder.

Nevertheless, folding a curved image around a curved exterior alters the inter-
particle distances, and thus the particle density, inside that image as a function
of curvature and distance perpendicular to the system boundary. The resulting
density difference across the boundary will hamper the correct wall behaviour
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(a) Folding

(b) Scaling

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the folding (a) and scaling (b) procedures
to obtain the correct interaction across a curved boundary. The filled black dots are
system particles within the interaction radius of the curved boundary. The unfilled
black dots are the positions of the particles across the boundary after folding.
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in our wall methods. By scaling the positions of the particles across the wall
boundary for every interaction with a system particle we can compensate for
the alterations. Scaling of particle positions should only be performed in the
tangential direction along the wall, because the interparticle distances nor-
mal to the wall stay unchanged during the folding operation. Figure 2.6(b)
illustrates the scaling procedure for a cylindrical system by observing the in-
teraction between system particle i and particle j ′′ across the boundary. The
number and magnitude of interactions a particle i near the curved boundary
experiences are restored to normal bulk values by scaling the positions of all
particles across that boundary in the direction along the boundary and rela-
tive to the position of i. While the θ-coordinate gives the position along the
cylinder’s boundary the scaling rule has the following form:

θ
scaled

ij (Rκ, Δjw) = θij · Rκ − Δjw

Rκ + Δjw
= θij · 2Rcyl − rj

rj
, (2.8)

where θij is the distance between a system particle i and a particle j across
the boundary in the θ-direction, Δjw is the distance of particle j normal to the
wall and rj is the radial position of particle j. In figure 2.6(b) scaling places
particle j ′′ just within the interaction range of particle i, which nullifies the
effect introduced by the folding step. Similar to flat walls, no-slip at curved
walls is obtained by continuing the velocity profile across the boundary, and
impenetrability by a reflection mechanism. In section 2.6 the no-slip condition
at curved walls is tested for the gravity driven flow through a cylindrical tube.

The curvature in two dimensions (e.g. a sphere) is described by two radii of
curvature and, using spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ), requires scaling in both
the θ- as well as the φ-direction. Particles are, still, prohibited to feel another
particle twice within their interaction radius. The method described in this
section is, thus, only sound when the radius of curvature is larger than rc.
Note that this technique is applicable for all sorts of curved boundaries.

2.5 The reflection mechanism

In the parallel and periodic wall method the walls are formed by images of twin
systems or the system itself. Therefore, the wall region differs in no way from
the fluid region and nothing prevents the particles to leave the system and enter
the wall. For an impenetrable solid wall this should be avoided, which can be
realized by reintroducing the particles that cross the wall boundary into the
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system. Revenga et al. [62] investigated different reintroduction mechanisms
and found that only a bounce-back reflection produces the no-slip boundary
condition. Although this is still true for the wall methods we introduced here,
the current definition of this reflection leaves room for improvements.

First of all, the algorithms solving the equations of motion require the parti-
cle’s position, velocity and acceleration. The change of these quantities during
a reflection should, therefore, be defined. To our knowledge, previous stud-
ies only considered the change in position and velocity during the reflection
process. When the acceleration of reflected particles is left unchanged after a
bounce-back, we observe a significant temperature distortion close to an im-
penetrable boundary, i.e. the area where the reflections take place. However,
when the direction of the acceleration is inverted, just as the velocity, these
anomalies are absent. This is shown in figure 2.7, where we plotted the temper-
ature in the region 0.1 rc from an impenetrable boundary at rest for different
densities in the system. Clearly, inverting the direction of the acceleration is
the preferred strategy during a reflection step. With this stated, the definition
of the reflection mechanism is complete.

Furthermore, it should be noted that a bounce-back reflection places the par-
ticles back in an unnatural, and in some cases unfortunate, fashion. Just as
in real systems the DPD particles tend to migrate to a more favourable posi-
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Figure 2.8: Bounce-forward (it(bf)) versus bounce-back (it(bb)) reflection for a par-
ticle i that jumps out of the system in a time step Δt.

tion, minimizing the energy in the system. However, a bounce-back reflection
reverses this motion, redirecting a particle towards the less favourable posi-
tion. This discrepancy has no consequences when walls exist in one dimension,
but induces an artificial and self-enhanced build up of particles when the fluid
flows in the direction of a wall confined corner. This is a situation occurring
for example in a lid driven cavity, where the moving lid forces the particles
towards the corner of the cavity. The pressure will increase and a large num-
ber of particles will jump out of the system at this corner. These particles are
systematically placed back by the bounce-back mechanism in the unfavourable
high pressure corner. The probability that these particles leave the system in
the next time step, followed by another reintroduction, is high. Thus, we see
that the particles are more or less trapped in the corner region. A solution is
offered by a thorough analysis of the bounce-back method, which reveals that
its no-slip action relies on the velocity treatment and positioning perpendic-
ular to the wall. This allows a more straightforward and natural positioning
that preserves the displacement tangential to the wall during a reflection, while
the position perpendicular to the wall and the velocity change according the
original bounce-back mechanism as shown in figure 2.8. This bounce-forward
shows the same no-slip as a bounce-back, as will be shown in section 2.6, but
cancels the unrealistic accumulation of particles in the corner of a lid driven
cavity.
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Figure 2.9: Performance of the new boundary method for solid walls with respect to
the no-slip condition at different densities in the system.

2.6 The new boundary method put into practice

In this section the new boundary method for solid walls is put into practice.
First, we verify if this new method complies with the no-slip boundary condi-
tion. Then, we calculate the development of a velocity profile in two different
geometries, a rectangular geometry with flat walls and a cylindrical geometry
with curved walls.

2.6.1 No-slip boundary condition

The new boundary method is tested with respect to the no-slip condition by
computing the steady velocity profile for the shear flow between flat walls.
Simulations are performed with a set of 10 000 particles confined between walls
at x = 0 and x = 10. The left wall is at rest, while the right wall moves at a
constant speed Vwall

z = 2.00. In this situation, the amount of velocity slip at
the walls Vslip depends on the distance Lx between the walls and the imposed
shear rate Vwall

z /Lx. The simulated velocity profiles are linear in the whole
region between the walls. Therefore, we defined Vslip as Vwall

z minus the slope
of the calculated velocity profile times Lx, where the slope is determined by
means of linear regression. Figure 2.9 shows the amount of slip for different
densities in the system. A small amount of slip is observed at low densities
that depends on the fluid’s compressibility. For ideal systems (a = 0) slip is
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negligible over the whole density range. Figure 2.9 shows also that bounce-back
and bounce-forward reflections have the same effect on the no-slip condition.

2.6.2 Flow between flat and curved walls

The development of a velocity profile in two typical flow situations is calculated.
In the first situation the left wall of a rectangular system is instantaneously
set in motion with a constant velocity Vwall

z = 2.00. In the second situation
a gravitational force of g = 0.02 is switched on in a cylindrical system. The
fluid, initially at rest, is accelerated in both cases until a steady laminar flow
is reached. Theoretical solutions exist for the velocity distribution of the time
dependent start-up process as well as the steady state [7].

Simulations are performed with a set of 120 000 particles (n = 5) between
walls that are 10 rc apart in case one (Lx = 10) and a wall with a radius of
curvature equal to 10 rc in case two (Rcyl = 10). The kinematic viscosity ν of
these systems (required in the theoretical solutions) has a value of 0.257 and is
computed from a stationary shear flow simulation (see for instance [1]) using
Lees-Edwards boundary conditions. Case one requires the parallel wall method
while the symmetric flow pattern in case two permits the application of the
periodic wall method for curved boundaries as described in section 2.4. There-
fore, two parallel systems of 60 000 particles are used in the first situation and
a single system of 120 000 particles in the second. A bounce-forward reflection
with inversion of the acceleration is performed whenever a particle crosses the
wall boundary. Figure 2.10 plots two start-up velocity profiles and the station-
ary profile for each situation. All profiles are normalized with the maximal
velocity Vmax

z of the fully developed theoretical flow. The dimensionless time
τ is given by ν · t/L 2

x for case one and ν · t/R 2
cyl for case two. The agreement

between the simulated and the theoretical profiles is excellent for both the un-
steady and steady states. This proves that the solid walls constructed with the
new boundary method yield the correct velocities in instationary situations. It
also shows that the correct velocity is imposed at curved walls, validating our
technique to implement curved boundaries. The undisturbed density and tem-
perature profiles in both flow situations (not shown here) confirm once more
that the walls have no effect on the fluid properties.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of simulated (symbols) and theoretical (lines) velocity dis-
tributions for the velocity development in two flow situations with different geometry.

2.7 Discussion

In this chapter we studied the wall behaviour in a single phase system where
the wall is constructed from the same material as the fluid. In reality the
wall material differs and has its own specific interactive forces. As a result, the
phases in a multiphase system may have a different affinity with the wall. Such
a microscopic phenomenon has a macroscopic effect on the interface between
and transport behaviour of the fluids present. It is, for instance, responsible
for the rise of the water interface near a glass wall. We may expect that ad-
sorption/desorption, motion and contact angle of droplets or fluid portions are
strongly influenced by the interaction with the wall. Incorporation of the wall
material in the solid wall method is, thus, of special importance for multiphase
systems and a next challenge.

Although the present work employs the DPD simulation technique, the intro-
duced new wall method could also be applied in other particle-based techniques
like smoothed particle hydrodynamics or molecular dynamics. Furthermore,
some of our ideas to implement boundary conditions for solid walls could prove
valuable in the construction of solid objects such as colloids.
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2.8 Conclusion

The objective of our work was to improve the modelling of solid walls in the
Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulation technique. Therefore, we introduced
a new wall construction method that makes use of parallel twin systems which
set up the wall by a back-to-back placement. This automatically generates a
smooth particle and velocity distribution across the wall boundary as well as
correct interparticle correlations. Hence, we are able to simulate a wall that
meets the no-slip boundary condition without affecting the properties of the
system. To make our new wall method applicable to curved boundaries, we de-
veloped a folding and scaling procedure to connect curved systems with their
periodic image or the image of a parallel system. This allows one to model
curved walls as well. An advantage of the new wall method over other wall
methods is that no dummy wall particles have to be added. The particles in the
parallel twin systems are real and all contribute to the result. A bounce-back
reflection ensures the wall’s impenetrability but it may introduce side effects.
If the tangential displacement to the wall is left unaltered for particles that
are reintroduced, the bounce-back method transforms into a bounce-forward
method that shows the same no-slip but lacks these side effects. Both reflection
methods leave the thermodynamics of the system intact when the acceleration
of a particle is changed in opposite direction after a reflection. The new bound-
ary method meets all requirements for solid walls at higher particle densities,
but shows some velocity slip at low particle densities for non-ideal systems.
Correcting this flaw is a future challenge.
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3 Modelling multi-viscosity systems with

Dissipative Particle Dynamics∗

Abstract

Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) is a particle-based simulation technique.
It is applicable on time and length scales in-between those typical for molecular
modelling and continuum mechanics. These features make DPD an interesting
tool in the area of multiphase flows. So far, multiphase DPD simulations were
restricted to fluids with the same viscosity, because it was unclear how one
could model phases with a different viscosity together. Here we show how
to deal with more than one viscosity in the system. The viscosity of a DPD
fluid can be controlled with the friction factor, an input parameter in DPD that
characterizes the strength of the drag force between interacting particles. So, in
a multiphase system each fluid has its own friction factor, yielding the viscosity
of that fluid. Now, the problem is to define the friction factor for the interaction
between particles of unlike fluids. This factor has a significant effect on flow
dynamics, but lacks a related physical property such as interfacial tension or
solubility to specify its value. Three methods are presented to calculate the
friction factor between particles of unlike fluids. One of these methods only
involves the friction factors of the individual fluids and is of most practical use
in real applications. The methods are validated for steady and unsteady flow
of two adjacent immiscible fluids. Results from these two-phase test cases are
consistent with theory. This opens the door to more extensive modelling of
multi-viscosity systems with DPD.

∗This chapter has been published as: D.C. Visser, H.C.J. Hoefsloot and P.D. Iedema.
J. Comp. Phys., 214(2): 491-504, 2006.
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3.1 Introduction

Microscopic phenomena play a key role in the dynamic behaviour of multiphase
systems. The molecular conformation affects, for instance, the miscibility and
interface dynamics of species. Breakup and coalescence of fluid portions involve
pressure gradients and flow on a scale equal to the thickness of the interface.
The macroscopic description of conventional continuum-based simulation tech-
niques is often insufficient to model such complex microscopic processes. On
the other hand, detailed molecular modelling of multiphase flow is computa-
tionally too intensive. Simulation techniques applicable between a microscopic
and macroscopic scale are, therefore, particularly useful in this area. A particle
based form of such a mesoscopic technique is Dissipative Particle Dynamics or
DPD. Initially this coarse grained approach was introduced by Hoogerbrugge
and Koelman [31] to study colloidal suspensions [36]. Meanwhile, it has been
employed in many other problems involving polymers [14, 65, 74], phase sepa-
ration [29,53], interface dynamics [19] and membranes [43].

DPD applied to multiphase systems is mainly concerned with phase separation
and interfacial processes with phases that repel each other. To our knowledge,
no publications exist on systems containing phases of different viscosity. In
real multiphase systems the phases differ in viscosity. Apart from that, vis-
cosity and differences in viscosity between one fluid and another have a strong
influence on the dynamic behaviour. It has distinct practical implications, for
instance, on the mixing behaviour of fluids. The ability to deal with viscosity
differences is therefore essential for realistic modelling of such systems. The
viscosity of a DPD fluid can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the drag
force between interacting particles. The desired viscosity of a fluid is, thus,
associated to a specific drag interaction between the particles of that fluid.
However, the fluids in a multiphase system do not only interact with them-
selves but also with one another. How to define the drag force for this kind of
interactions is, as yet, an unresolved issue.

In this chapter we study the effect of the drag between unlike fluids in a multi-
phase system. We show that the choice of this drag force is not arbitrary, since
its large impact on flow dynamics. Three different methods are presented to
define an appropriate drag interaction between unlike fluids. The first method
is an exact one derived from a solution of the flow profile, and is, thus, of
little practical use. The second is an approximation based on the assumption
that the velocity gradient is constant near the interface. It requires the, often
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difficult to determine, position of the interface. The third, and most simple,
method depends on input parameters alone. Computer experiments show that
this last method works just as well as the other two and is, therefore, preferred
in real applications.

3.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics algorithm

In the DPD method the system under consideration is represented by a set of
interacting particles. A DPD particle is interpreted as a small fluid package
that represent the collective dynamic behaviour of the molecules it contains.
The basis of the method consists of calculating and updating the positions and
impulses of all particles over time. This is done according Newton’s second
law of motion and using the modified velocity-Verlet algorithm as presented
by Groot and Warren [29]. The force two particles i and j exert on each other
is pairwise additive and consists of a dissipative (FD

ij), a random (FR
ij) and a

conservative part (FC
ij):

fij = FD
ij + FR

ij + FC
ij . (3.1)

The total force acting on a particle i is the sum of all fij forces it experiences
from particles within a certain cut-off radius rc. Here, rc is set to 1 and taken
as unit of length. Body forces are imposed simply by adding it as an extra
force to each individual particle.

The dissipative or drag force acts as a resistance against relative motion and
depends on the velocity difference between particles. This force is, therefore,
closely related to the viscosity of the fluid. Equation 3.2 gives the mathematical
expression for this force, where rij = |ri−rj| , r̂ij = (ri−rj)/rij and vij = vi−vj .
The strength of the drag force is determined by the friction factor γ.

FD
ij = −γωD(rij)(r̂ij · vij) r̂ij . (3.2)

The random force introduces the Brownian-like, fluctuating character of mole-
cules and is given by equation 3.3, where the factor σ represents the fluctuation
amplitude and ζij is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution with
zero mean and Δt−1 variance, where Δt is the time step in the simulation.

FR
ij = σζijω

R(rij) r̂ij . (3.3)

The conservative force is a soft repulsive force representing the effective poten-
tial between the particles. The expression for this force is given by equation 3.4,
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where the repulsion factor aij is the maximum repulsion between a pair of in-
teracting particles.

FC
ij = aijω

C(rij) r̂ij . (3.4)

The ω ’s appearing in all three forces are weight functions that take into ac-
count the dependency on the interaction distance between particles. These
weight functions go to zero when rij approaches the cut-off radius rc. Español
and Warren [23] showed that the correct thermostat is obtained when the fol-
lowing fluctuation-dissipation theorem is satisfied:

ωD(rij) = [ωR(rij)]
2 , kBT = σ2/2γ , (3.5)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the system temperature. Simulations
in this chapter are performed in an isothermal system, all particles having a
mass m = 1 and weight functions ωR = ωC = (1− rij/rc) [29].

3.3 Viscosity of a DPD fluid

The transport properties of a DPD fluid cannot be set as input parameters
themselves, but instead they follow as measurable quantities resulting from a
chosen set of DPD input parameters. Expressing these properties in terms
of the input parameters beforehand has been the topic of several DPD stud-
ies [29, 31, 36, 50]. Marsh et al. [50] were able to derive a relation for the
viscosity, depending on the input parameters temperature kBT , particle den-
sity n, particle mass m, friction factor γ and cut-off radius rc. In our case (rc
and m equal to 1) their relation reads as follows:

μ =
45kBT

4πγ
+
2πn2γ

1575
, (3.6)

where the first part is the kinetic contribution μK to the viscosity, related to
particle diffusion, and the second part is the dissipative contribution μD , related
to the friction between particles. In this relation the contribution from the
conservative forces is not taken into account. Although some discrepancy may
exist between this theoretical prediction and simulations [50,52,54,73], it shows
qualitatively how the viscosity depends on the different input parameters.

The friction factor γ in equation 3.6 is a suitable input parameter to control the
viscosity of a DPD fluid. In a system of a certain density and temperature, for
example, one can tune the viscosity to the desired value by adjusting the friction
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Figure 3.1: The dynamic viscosity of a DPD fluid (a) and its dissipative portion (b)
as a function of friction factor according Marsh et al. [50] for a systems of n = 10 at
different temperatures.

factor. This is demonstrated in figure 3.1(a), where the viscosity predicted
with equation 3.6 is plotted against the friction factor for a system of n = 10

at different temperatures. For low values of the friction factor the viscosity
is largely determined by the kinetic part in equation 3.6. At higher values
of the friction factor the kinetic contribution diminishes and the dissipative
part in equation 3.6 starts to dominate the viscosity, as shown in figure 3.1(b).
Here, we want to explore this last parameter region where μD > μK , a region
which previously has been identified as the liquid-like or collective dynamic
regime [22, 63]. According Marsh et al. the viscosity scales linearly with the
friction factor in this region.

3.4 Multiple viscosities in DPD

If the fluids in a multiphase system differ in viscosity one friction factor no
longer suffices. Then, each fluid has its own specific drag behaviour and a fric-
tion factor γij must be defined for all different types of interactions separately,
that is, interactions between particles i and j of like and unlike fluids. In a
comparable way the repulsion factor aij is specified for the interaction between
different species in a multiphase system (see for instance [29, 53]). Then, the
repulsion between particles of the same fluid determines the compressibility of
that fluid and the repulsion between particles of different fluids sets their inter-
facial tension. Note besides, that through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
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in equation 3.5 each friction factor γij automatically leads to the definition of
a corresponding fluctuation amplitude σij.

In a two-phase system of fluid A and B it is obvious that the friction factor
for the interaction between particles of type A (γAA) determines the viscosity
of fluid A. The same is true for the friction factor between particles of fluid B
(γBB) and its viscosity. However, the physical interpretation of the drag be-
tween particles of different fluids is less obvious, which makes it more difficult
to specify the friction factor γAB for the interaction between type A and B
particles. The friction between unlike fluids will probably affect the viscosity
as well, but to which extent or scale is a priori unknown. In order to study the
effect of this unlike friction factor we model the adjacent flow of two immiscible
Newtonian fluids driven by a body force. Here, we follow the idea described in
reference [4] to model Poiseuille flow with periodic boundary conditions. The
body force in the adjacent fluid layers points in opposite direction and gener-
ates a steady flow with zero velocity on the interfaces. The analytical solution
of the velocity profile is known for this stationary periodic Poiseuille flow [7]
and will serve as a benchmark in our study. Before we present our results we
give an overview of the computational details.

3.4.1 Computational details

The periodic Poiseuille flow simulations are performed with a set of 4800 parti-
cles in a rectangular box of sizes 8×10×6 (n = 10) and kBT = 0.5. Half of the
particles are of fluid type A and half of fluid type B. The friction factor γAA is
set to 9.0, which gives fluid A a dynamic viscosity of 3.63 ± 0.02. A 10 times
higher viscosity is obtained for fluid B when γBB is set to 109.2 . Both viscosi-
ties are measured from a single-phase periodic Poiseuille flow simulation [4].
Note, here, that the viscosity does not scale exactly linearly with the friction
factor. This is caused by the kinetic contribution to the viscosity, which is
still relatively high for fluid A. In reality it is even higher than predicted by
equation 3.6. The fluids are placed next to each other by filling the left half
of the box with the particles of type A and the right half with the particles of
type B.

Periodic Poiseuille flow is induced by imposing a body force fb
A

on fluid layer A
in the positive z-direction and a body force fb

B
on fluid layer B in the nega-

tive z-direction. It forces the fluids in opposite direction and allows periodic
boundaries in all directions as shown in reference [4]. A steady flow with zero
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velocity on the interfaces will develop when the absolute force on fluid layer A
and B is equal, i.e. the net force on the system is zero. Expressing the mass of
a layer in terms of density times volume this condition is met when

−
fb

A

fb
B

=
WB

WA

, (3.7)

where WA is the width of fluid layer A and WB the width of fluid layer B.
Note that the terms for density, height and depth drop out of the equation,
since they are the same for both layers. When equation 3.7 holds the analytical
solution of the stationary velocity profile Vz in each layer is given by [7]

φ = 1− ξ2 , (3.8)

written in the dimensionless variables:

φ =
8μ Vz

n fbW 2
; ξ =

2x−W

W
,

where μ is the dynamic viscosity, fb the body force and x the position in
the layer of width W. In the present situation WA = WB = 4 and we set the
magnitude of the body force on fluid layer A to 9.075× 10−2. Then, the body
force on fluid layer B follows from equation 3.7 as −9.075× 10−2. According
equation 3.8 these settings lead to a maximum absolute velocity Vmax

z of 0.5 in
the system. The time step Δt is chosen such that Δt ≤ 0.1 /γ , which keeps the
drift of the equilibrium temperature within 2% [51]. The simulated stationary
velocity profiles are determined after steady state is reached. They are obtained
by dividing the system in 40 slabs and averaging the velocity in each slab over
a time span of 200.

Two interfaces are present in the x-direction, one in the middle of the simu-
lation box and one on the periodic boundary. If simple fluids without inter-
facial tension are used, the DPD model is nothing more than a particle-based
(macroscopic) flow solver that obeys the Navier-Stokes equations [31]. In such
an ideal situation the simulated velocity profile should, thus, correspond to
equation 3.8, which enables verification of the results. Besides, when tension
effects at the interface are absent it is possible to study the sole effect of the
friction factor on flow dynamics. Both, evidently, very useful characteristics in
the present study. To avoid tension effects we define a single repulsion factor
in the system, equal for all type of interactions. Here, we use a repulsion factor
of a = 75kBT/n , approximately yielding the compressibility of water [29]. A
consequence of this uniform repulsion is that fluid A and B are completely mis-
cible, which will frustrate the intended nature of our two-phase flow problem.
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Figure 3.2: Velocity profiles for stationary periodic Poiseuille flow of two similar
immiscible fluids. The dotted line marks the position of the interface in the middle of
the system.

Therefore, particles that cross the interface undergo a specular reflection. This
keeps fluids A and B separated, as if they were immiscible, and preserves a
sharp interface with a fixed position without affecting the flow.

3.4.2 Periodic Poiseuille flow of two similar fluids

To show that the specular reflections at the interface have no effect on the flow
we performed the periodic Poiseuille flow simulation, described in section 3.4.1,
with two fluids of type A. Since the two fluids are similar we can define a single
friction factor (γ = 9.0) for all type of interactions, as if the system contains
a single phase. To proof that our system is in the regime where the Navier-
Stokes equations are valid we doubled the system size in the x-direction to
Lx = 16, divided the body force by four and repeated the periodic Poiseuille
flow simulation with two fluids of type A. The resulting stationary velocity
profiles are plotted in figure 3.2 together with the analytic solution given by
equation 3.8. The measurement error is within 1% of Vmax

z , which is about
the size of the symbols. Clearly, there is no effect of system size, since both
simulated profiles are on top of the analytic solution. This is also observed
when the two fluids are of type B. Thus, we may conclude that the system
we study is correctly described by the Navier-Stokes equations. The smooth
profile at the interfaces indicates that the specular reflections do not affect the
flow.
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Figure 3.3: Velocity profiles obtained with different γAB-values for stationary periodic
Poiseuille flow of two dissimilar immiscible fluids.

3.4.3 Periodic Poiseuille flow of two dissimilar fluids

The friction a DPD particle exerts on another particle has a microscopic back-
ground and, therefore, depends on the type of fluid a particle represents. In
a two-phase system of fluid A and B the specific friction between particles of
fluid A is denoted by γAA , and between fluid B particles by γBB . When it is
assumed that no additional chemical interaction exists between fluid A and B,
the correct friction factor between A and B particles is expected to have a value
in-between γAA and γBB . To explore the effect of the unlike friction factor γAB

we consider two extreme cases: (1) the friction between unlike particles is set
equal to the friction between particles of the less viscous fluid A, γAB = γAA ,
or (2) it is set equal to that of the more viscous fluid B, γAB = γBB . Thirdly,
the arithmetic mean of these extremes is applied, γAB = 1

2 (γAA + γBB) . All
three cases are tested for the periodic Poiseuille flow problem described in
section 3.4.1.

The resulting stationary velocity profiles are plotted in figure 3.3 together with
the analytical solution. Again, the measurement error is about the size of
the symbols. First of all, the distinct difference between the profiles of the
extreme cases shows that the flow field is indeed sensitive for changes in γAB .
Evidently, the friction between the two adjacent fluids has an impact on the
velocity distribution. Furthermore, none of the applied values for γAB produces
the correct velocity profile. Deviations up to 25% of the analytical values are
observed. Since interfacial tension, boundary and size effects are absent in
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Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of a particle i interacting with two other particles
across the interface of two adjacent fluids in a stationary flow field. Particles i and j
represent fluids of a different viscosity. Particles i and j∗ represent fluids of the same
viscosity.

the system studied, the friction factor between unlike fluids is responsible for
these large deviations. This stresses the importance of the unlike friction factor
and points out that accurate modelling of multi-viscosity systems relies on its
correct value. The analytical velocity profile lies between those of the extreme
cases. This proves that the correct unlike friction factor has indeed a value
in-between the friction factors of the pure fluids. However, it is not simply
given by the arithmetic mean.

3.5 The lever rule

A relation for the friction factor between two unlike fluids A and B can be found
when we zoom in on the interaction across the interface between a particle i
of fluid A and j of fluid B. Assume a correct flow field, so particles i and j are
(on average) on the analytical velocity profile, as illustrated schematically in
figure 3.4. Now, suppose that fluid B on the right of the interface is similar to
fluid A, as if the systems contains a single phase. Then, the flow pattern around
the interface will be symmetrical (see figure 3.2). In this hypothetical situation
the particle on the position of j is denoted by j∗ and is, now, (on average) on
the analytical velocity profile for this single phase situation, represented by
the dashed line in figure 3.4. The interaction of particle i with particles j or
j∗ results both in the correct velocity of i. The strength of these interactions
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is, thus, equal. This is true when particles j and j∗ exert the same drag force
on particle i, i.e. FD

ij = FD
ij∗ . Using equation 3.2 this leads to the following

expression for the friction factor between i of fluid A and j of fluid B:

γij = γij∗ · vij∗

vij
. (3.9)

Since γij∗ = γAA , an input parameter, equation 3.9 gives a relation for the
friction factor between unlike fluids that can be solved when vij∗ and vij are
known. If there exists an analytical solution for the velocity distribution in
the system it is possible to calculate vij∗ and vij, and solve equation 3.9. This
implies that under these circumstances we can define an unlike friction factor
that produces the correct flow profile.

An analytical solution exists for the periodic Poiseuille flow problem described
in section 3.4.1 and is given by equation 3.8. Substituting this analytical solu-
tion for the velocity into equation 3.9 and using equation 3.7 we get

γij = γii · hi + hj

hi + μi
μj

· hj
, (3.10)

where h is a function that depends on the position x of a particle in the fluid
layer and the width W of that layer:

hi = xi · (xi/Wi − 1) . (3.11)

When the dissipative forces are dominant, the kinetic contribution to the vis-
cosity is negligible. Assuming this is true for fluids A and B, we can replace
the viscosity terms in equation 3.10 by the dissipative part μD of equation 3.6
and derive the following relation for the friction factor between unlike fluids:

γij =
hi + hj

hi/γii + hj/γjj
. (3.12)

Since γij = γji , equation 3.12 conserves the important pairwise additive char-
acter, fij = −fji , of the interparticle forces. Note that γij goes to γii for hj → 0

and to γjj for hi → 0 , in fact, implying that the relation in equation 3.12 rep-
resents a kind of lever rule for the friction factor between unlike fluids. Such a
γij -lever rule can be derived, in similar ways, for other kind of flow situations,
provided that a solution of the velocity distribution is available. When applied
to all unlike interactions across the interface, the γij -lever rule should lead to
the desired shear stress between the different fluids and the correct flow profile.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the analytical and simulated velocity profiles for station-
ary periodic Poiseuille flow of two immiscible fluids.

To validate the lever rule of equation 3.12 simulations are performed using the
same system as described in section 3.4.1. Figure 3.5 compares the stationary
velocity profile obtained with the lever rule to the analytical solution. The
profiles obtained for the extreme cases γAB = γAA and γAB = γBB are shown
as well. The effect of the different γAB ’s is very clear. For γAB = γAA and
γAB = γBB the relative error in the simulated velocity is unacceptable, above
10% in a large part of the system. The velocity profile obtained with γAB from
the lever rule of equation 3.12 shows, however, excellent agreement with the
analytical solution.

3.6 What if the solution of the flow profile is unknown?

The procedure described in section 3.5 yields the true value of the unlike friction
factor when viscosity is dominated by dissipative forces. However, it requires
(a priori) a solution of the velocity profile. For some simple flow situations
analytical solutions are available. Often the flow in multiphase systems is very
complex, containing, for instance, irregular interfaces with a time dependent
shape and position. Then, the velocity distribution cannot be solved, which
makes it impossible to derive a γij -lever rule. Here, we present two methods
for calculating the unlike friction factor when the solution of the flow profile is
unknown. Both methods are tested under the same conditions as the γij -lever
rule in the periodic Poiseuille flow experiment described in section 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the analytical and simulated velocity profiles for station-
ary periodic Poiseuille flow of two immiscible fluids.

3.6.1 Constant gradient method

When it is assumed that the velocity profile is linear near the interface, the
shear stress left and right of the interface are equal and given by

−

(
μ · dVz

dx

)
left

= −

(
μ · dVz

dx

)
right

. (3.13)

Then, the velocity difference vij between two interacting particles can be ex-
pressed in terms of the constant velocity gradient and the distance of these
particles to the interface. With the help of equation 3.13 this approach makes
it possible to solve equation 3.9 without knowing the exact analytical solution
explicitly and is referred to as the constant gradient method. A relation simi-
lar to equation 3.12 is derived, only now hi = Δxi , where Δx is the absolute
distance of a particle to the interface. This means that the unlike friction fac-
tor only depends on the distance of interacting particles to the interface. The
interface in our periodic Poiseuille flow experiment has a fixed and predefined
position, so it is not difficult to determine this distance. In most situations,
however, the interface moves and is it necessary to determine its position in
time with some kind of tracking technique. Figure 3.6 shows that the station-
ary velocity profile obtained with the constant gradient method agrees well
with the analytic solution and lever rule result.
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3.6.2 Mean value method

The constant gradient method described in the previous section requires the
position of the interface. In some special cases this position is known, but oth-
erwise it must be tracked. Numerous tracking techniques are possible, varying
in complexity and computational load. Nevertheless, pinpointing the exact
location of the interface is difficult, especially for highly deformable and irreg-
ular interfaces in 3D-space. Besides, one of the attractive features of DPD in
the area of multiphase flow is its particle-based nature, meaning that phase
behaviour arises from the interacting particles alone and the position of the
interface is irrelevant. When the unlike friction factor is related to the position
of the interface, however, this feature is lost. Then, the precision of localizing
the exact position of the interface influences the reliability of the DPD model
in simulating multiphase flows, a well known drawback in continuum-based
techniques. A relation for the unlike friction factor that depends only on the
friction factors of the pure fluids rather than on the distance to the interface
is, therefore, highly desirable.

As a first option in this respect one can calculate an average friction factor 〈γij〉
with

〈γij〉 =

∫rc
0

∫0
Δxj−rc

γijdΔxidΔxj∫rc
0

∫0
Δxj−rc

dΔxidΔxj

, (3.14)

where γij is the relation for the unlike friction factor that comes from the
constant gradient method. This eliminates Δxi and Δxj, leading to a relation
that only involves the friction factors of the pure fluids. A second option
is suggested by the fact that the analytical velocity profile in figure 3.3 lies
in-between the profiles of the extreme cases γAB = γAA and γAB = γBB . It
implies that a γAB-value, somewhere between these extremes, exists that leads
to agreement with the true solution. This value is not the arithmetic mean of
γAA and γBB as shown previously in section 3.4.3, but may be an average of
some other kind. The general relation for calculating a mean value between a
friction factor γii and γjj is given by

Mp =

(
1

2
(γii

p + γjj
p)

)1/p

, (3.15)

returning the arithmetic mean for power p = 1. Taking a closer look at equa-
tion 3.12 we see that it simplifies to the relation of the harmonic mean (p = −1)
when hi = hj for all ij-interactions. Consequently, we may take this as a hint at
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the harmonic mean. We decided to test equation 3.15 for powers ranging from
p = −2 to p = 1 in the periodic Poiseuille flow experiment. In addition, the
average value 〈γij〉 calculated with equation 3.14 is tested. The best agreement
with the analytical solution is achieved when the unlike friction factor is given
by the harmonic mean M−1 = 2 γii · γjj/(γii + γjj), which is in accordance
with the form of the γij -lever rule. Hence, the unlike friction factor of the
mean value method is given by the harmonic mean from now on. The velocity
profile obtained with the harmonic mean is also plotted in figure 3.6. Again,
the comparison is good.

3.7 Validation of the methods

Three methods are derived to calculate the friction factor between unlike fluids
in a two-phase system. All three methods are tested for the fully-developed
periodic Poiseuille flow of two adjacent immiscible fluids A and B. Both fluids
are well within the collective dynamic regime and differ a factor 10 in viscosity.
In this section we study the reliability of the methods at different dynamic
regimes and viscosity ratios. In addition, the methods are employed and tested
for instationary flows.

3.7.1 The dynamic regime

In section 3.5 we derived the γij -lever rule, a relation for the friction factor
between particles of unlike fluids that is based on the analytical solution of
the flow field and assuming that the viscosity scales linearly with the friction
factor. This assumption is true when the kinetic contribution to the viscosity
μK is negligible as compared to the dissipative contribution μD . The same
assumption is applied in the constant gradient and mean value method pre-
sented in section 3.6. According to equation 3.6, the kinetic contribution to
the viscosity of the fluids used so far is 5.25% and 0.04% for fluid type A and
B, respectively. Surprisingly, all three methods still work properly at this rela-
tively high kinetic contribution for fluid type A. Here, we test to which extent
our assumption is still valid, and the methods reliable, by varying the dynamic
regime of the fluids in the system.

Simulations are performed with the periodic Poiseuille flow experiment de-
scribed in section 3.4.1 for six different two-phase systems of n = 10. The
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kBT 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0

γAA 9.00 8.00 6.45 4.45 2.96 1.00

γBB 109.20 108.05 106.80 106.09 106.09 108.05

Table 3.1: Parameter setting of six two-phase systems

temperature and friction factors of the two fluids in each system are given in
table 3.1. Going from left to right in the table the kinetic contribution to the
viscosity increases. In all systems the viscosity of fluid A and B is kept con-
stant at a value of 3.63 and 36.3, respectively. Since the kinetic contribution to
the viscosity of fluid B remains negligible (< 0.2%), we focus on the dynamic
regime of the less viscous fluid A expressed as the ratio μD/μ. The reliability
of the γij -lever rule, constant gradient and mean value method is validated
by determining the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the simulated stationary
velocity distribution in fluid A, defined as:

RMS =

√∑N (ΔVz)2

N
, (3.16)

where N is the number of slabs left of the interface and ΔVz the deviation of the
simulated velocity from the analytical solution in a slab. Figure 3.7 shows that
the RMS error increases (exponentially) for all three methods when the ratio
μD/μ decreases and kinetic forces become more dominant. This trend was
to be expected, while the assumption that the viscosity scales linearly with
the friction factor becomes less valid. Now, the dynamic regime at which the
applied methods can be considered reliable depends on the error one is willing
to accept. When accepting an error in the velocity equal to 5% of Vmax

z ,
the methods remain applicable down to μD/μ = 0.85 according figure 3.7,
which corresponds to a kinetic contribution to the viscosity of less than 15%.
Apparently, the methods are only useful in a small range of dynamic regimes.
It corresponds, however, to the typical conditions used in most simulations as
noted before [63].
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the lever rule, constant gradient and mean value method
at different dynamic regimes. The measurement errors are of the size of the symbols
and the dashed lines are exponential fits of the simple form y = y0 · eax.

3.7.2 The viscosity ratio

The viscosity ratio μB/μA of the fluids A and B used so far is 10. Here, we
investigate if the performance of the three methods introduced depends on
this ratio. To this end, periodic Poiseuille flow simulations are performed at
viscosity ratios ranging from 2 to 100. The viscosity ratio is varied by changing
the viscosity of fluid B, using the input parameter γBB . The simulation results
are, again, evaluated in terms of the RMS error of the velocity distribution in
fluid A, given by equation 3.16. No significant increase of the RMS error is
observed. Apparently, the performance of the methods is not influenced by the
viscosity ratio between the fluids.

3.7.3 Time dependent flow

In this section the performance of the γij -lever rule, constant gradient and
mean value method is studied for time dependent flow. We model the de-
velopment of the velocity profile for periodic Poiseuille flow of two adjacent
immiscible fluids that are initially at rest. The velocity distribution for un-
steady Poiseuille flow of a single fluid can be solved theoretically [7] and is
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given in dimensionless form by

φ = 1− ξ2 −
32

π3

∞∑
q=0

(−1)q

(2q+1)3
cos

[
(2q+1)πξ

2

]
exp

[
−(2q+1)2π2τ

4

]
, (3.17)

where τ = 4 ν · t/W 2 with ν the kinematic viscosity. Our two-phase flow
problem transforms into two single phase situations when the velocity on the
interface remains zero, and allows us to use equation 3.17 as a benchmark, here.
If we consider two adjacent layers of fluid A and B, the velocity on the interface
stays zero if the net force on fluid A and B counterbalance one another at all
times. This condition can only be met when the dimensionless time τ is equal
for the flow in both fluid layers and adds an extra term to equation 3.7 to give

−
fb

A

fb
B

=
WB

WA

=

√
νB

νA

, (3.18)

where the variables in the two adjacent fluid layers are denoted by a subscript.

The unsteady two-phase flow simulations are performed in a large rectangular
box of sizes 12 × 40 × 25 with a system of n = 10, kBT = 0.5, γAA = 9.0 and
γBB = 42.0 . This parameter setting results in a viscosity ratio νB/νA = 4

between the fluids. To maintain a zero velocity on the interface the width of
fluid layer B should be twice the width of layer A according equation 3.18,
which is the case when WA = 4.0 and WB = 8.0. The body force fb

A
, acting on

fluid A and pointing in the z-direction, is set to 9.075×10−2 so that Vmax
z = 0.5

according equation 3.8. The body force fb
B

acting on fluid B follows from
equation 3.18. Although the theoretical solution of the velocity is known for
the time dependent flow process, we employ the γij -lever rule derived for the
stationary situation. While the solution of the stationary flow profile is given
by equation 3.8, the lever rule is, again, given by equation 3.12. In figure 3.8
the instationary velocity profiles obtained with the γij -lever rule, constant
gradient and mean value method are compared with the theoretical solution
at three points in time. The simulated profiles are obtained by measuring
the instantaneous velocity in the 40 slabs dividing the system. For clarity
reasons, we plotted, however, only half of the data points. The error in the
velocity measurements is reduced to the size of the symbols used in figure 3.8
by averaging over 10 simulation runs. The agreement with theory is again
very good for all three methods, which proves their validity for instationary
situations.
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Figure 3.8: Development of the velocity profile for periodic Poiseuille flow of two
immiscible fluids at time τ = 0.15, 0.30 and 0.60.

3.8 Real interfaces

In our simulations thus far all particles have the same affinity with each other,
regardless of their type. The adjacent fluids in the two-viscosity test cases are,
therefore, miscible and have to be kept separated artificially by means of specu-
lar reflections in the interface. The reason to do so is to avoid interfacial effects
so that we can easily identify the effects related to the unlike friction factor and
compare our results to theory. In the previous sections we studied these effects
and established three methods to define a suitable value for the unlike friction
factor: the lever rule, the constant gradient and mean value method. Here,
we like to test these three multi-viscosity methods in a more realistic situation
with interfacial tension. This is done by increasing the repulsion between the
unlike fluids so that a (real) self-supporting interface will evolve. Depending
on its strength, a positive interfacial tension will lead to depletion of particles
at the interface [25, 29], and we expect a certain influence on fluid dynamics.

To validate the three methods in the context of the natural interface that is
now created, we simulate the fully developed periodic Poiseuille flow of two
adjacent fluids A and B. All settings are identical to those in section 3.4.1 with
the one exception that the repulsion between unlike particles at the interface
is now twice the normal bulk repulsion, aAB = 2 a . This difference in repulsion
between like and unlike particles results in an interfacial tension of 5.90 ± 0.05,
as determined from the pressure tensor [25], which keeps the fluids separated.
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Figure 3.9: Velocity profiles obtained for stationary periodic Poiseuille flow of two
immiscible fluids separated by a real interface.

To maintain a straight interface located in the middle of the simulation box
a specular reflection prevents the particles from diffusing across. Only few
particles are subject to these moves; about 5% of the particles within the
interaction radius of the interface per unit of time.

The stationary velocity profiles obtained with the three methods are plotted in
figure 3.9. An analytical solution is unavailable for this more complex (meso-
scopic) situation with interfacial tension. Therefore, we compare the results
of our two-viscosity simulations to those where the fluids have the viscosity of
fluid A or B, respectively. The flow pattern in fluid A should correspond to the
case where both fluids have the viscosity of fluid A; γBB = γAA . In fluid B the
flow pattern should correspond to the case where both fluids have the viscosity
of fluid B; γAA = γBB . The velocity slip at the interface shows clearly the effect
of interfacial tension on the flow. Note that this slip is exactly identical to that
of the single-viscosity situations. Therefore, they must be interpreted as real
interfacial effects that should not be ascribed to the methods we propose here.
The results of the three methods agree well with those of the single-viscosity
cases. The same agreement is observed in simulations with a more moderate
interfacial tension. It proves that the methods derived for the ideal situation
sketched in section 3.4.1 are applicable to real interfaces as well. For compari-
son, the profile obtained with an unlike friction factor given by the arithmetic
mean is plotted. Again, the arithmetic mean shows a large deviation.
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3.9 Discussion

The fluids in our simulations are kept strictly separated by means of a specular
reflection in the interface. In reality interfaces are permeable and particles are
free to diffuse across. Interfacial forces, resulting from the repulsive particle-
particle interactions, oppose this motion. At a high interfacial tension, as
in section 3.8 for instance, the diffusion of particles across the interface is
unlikely to occur. The number of particles that cross the interface is small
and will have little or no effect on the performance of the three multi-viscosity
methods described. However, this number will increase when the interfacial
tension becomes weaker, making the interface diffuse and fluids impure, until
the fluids are perfectly mixed. If, and how, this affects the performance of the
methods is at present unclear and subject to further investigation.

In the mesoscopic simulation technique applied here the viscosity is controlled
by the dissipative forces between the fluid particles. Several particle-based
techniques exist that use similar or related forces. A good example is the al-
ternative approach to DPD introduced by Lowe [48]. In this technique the
pairwise stochastic and dissipative interactions are replaced by pairwise ther-
mal bath collisions, relaxing the system to equilibrium. These bath collisions
occur with a certain probability Γ , a quantity of the same physical meaning
as the friction factor γ in DPD. Important to note here is that the relation of
Γ and γ with viscosity is similar. It implies that the multi-viscosity methods
described will also be applicable to this alternative DPD model, simply by re-
placing γ with Γ . Thus, the three methods introduced here for DPD may be
useful in other techniques as well.

3.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we aim at modelling multiple viscosities in a single DPD system.
To this end a system with two fluids of different viscosity is studied. This two-
viscosity test case requires the definition of three friction factors. Two for the
interactions between identical particles, directly related to the fluid’s viscosity,
and one for the interaction between unlike particles. We demonstrated that
accurate modelling of such a multi-viscosity system strongly depends on this
last, unlike friction factor.
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Three methods are presented here to define the unlike friction factor. The
first method is based on the analytical solution of the fully developed velocity
profile and yields a kind of lever rule. Excellent agreement is found between
analytical and simulated velocity profiles when this lever rule is employed for
stationary periodic Poiseuille flow of adjacent immiscible fluids. An undesirable
aspect of the lever rule is that it requires the analytical solution, meaning it
is of limited use in practice. A good alternative in this respect is the constant
gradient method that gives a relation for the friction factor by assuming a
linear velocity profile near the interface. A drawback of this second method
is, however, that it requires the position of the interface. The third method
calculates the unlike friction factor from the harmonic mean of the friction
factors of the pure fluids and is, thus, independent of the whereabouts of the
interface. This method is, therefore, readily applicable to complex multiphase
flows.

Since the methods are derived for the dynamic regime where dissipative forces
dominate, one should check the reliability when this condition is violated. We
found that all three methods produce acceptable results in the collective dy-
namic regime μD/μ ≥ 0.85. Furthermore, the methods stay reliable at high
viscosity differences and appeared to work just as well for time dependent as
stationary flow. As a final test, the methods are applied to a system containing
an interface with interfacial tension. Although this alters the dynamic proper-
ties at the interface and affects the flow considerably, all three methods yield
the correct velocity distribution. This proves that the methods introduced give
an appropriate value for the unlike friction factor and make reliable modelling
of multi-viscosity systems with DPD possible.
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4.1 Introduction

The work in the two previous chapters has been concerned with the develop-
ment of the DPD technique. In chapter 2, a new method has been introduced
to create solid boundaries in the DPD technique. This method makes it pos-
sible to impose the boundary conditions at a solid wall without disturbing
the fluid properties in the system. Since the new wall method does not re-
quire extra particles to construct the wall, it is very efficient. In addition, the
bounce-forward reflection mechanism has been introduced to make the solid
walls impenetrable. This mechanism produces no-slip at the wall boundary
and avoids a build up of particles when the fluid is forced towards a wall con-
fined corner. In chapter 3, a method has been presented to handle multiple
viscosities in one DPD system. It is expected that these new features will con-
siderably improve the applicability of the DPD technique to real engineering
problems.

In order to explore the opportunities of the DPD technique with the new
features in a real fluid dynamics problem, the flow in a lid-driven cavity is
considered. A lid-driven cavity consists of a box with a moving lid. When the
lid is given a certain velocity, the fluid inside the cavity is set in motion. The
flow in a lid-driven cavity is an attractive problem due to its combination of a
simple geometry and complex flow structure. Consequently, and as numerous
papers attest, cavity flow became one of the standard tests for boundary con-
ditions of solid walls in computational methods. As such, it has been applied
several times in DPD as well [57, 73]. However, these studies use another wall
description and only consider the 2-dimensional flow in a square cavity at a
single, low value of the Reynolds number.
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In this chapter we employ DPD to model laminar flow of an incompressible,
Newtonian fluid in a lid-driven cavity. In order to test the ability of the
DPD technique as a flow solver, an extensive study is performed where the
2-dimensional flow in a square cavity and the 3-dimensional flow in a cubic
cavity are modelled over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The flow results
obtained with DPD are evaluated with the help of a semi-analytical solution
and continuum-based calculations.

4.2 Dissipative Particle Dynamics

DPD is a particle based mesoscopic simulation technique, meaning that it is
applicable on time and length scales in between those typical for continuum
mechanics (CFD) and those for molecular modeling (MD). The DPD particles,
or momentum carriers, can be interpreted as small fluid packages of mass m
that move according to Newton’s second law of motion. A large collection of
these particles describes a fluid. Each particle i interacts with neighbouring
j-particles that are within a certain (cut-off) radius rc. The forces a particle
experiences from its surrounding neighbours are pairwise additive and consist of
a drag, a random and a conservative part that all depend on the interparticle
distance. These forces are calculated at discrete intervals in time (Δt) and
govern the particle’s motion. Next, the relevance and main features of the
three DPD forces are considered. For a detailed mathematical description and
implementation of the forces we refer to reference [25, 29].

The drag force tends to dissipate (local) fluctuations and is closely related to
the viscosity of the fluid. The random force, on the other hand, invokes fluctu-
ations to mimic the Brownian motion of molecules. The strength of the drag
and random force between a pair of particles is set by the friction factor γ and
amplitude of the fluctuations σ, respectively. When the two forces are properly
balanced, the system relaxes to the desired temperature T . Español and War-
ren [23] derived the correct thermostat, relating the strength of the drag and
random force with γ = σ2/2kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The
conservative force is a soft repulsive force representing the effective potential
between the fluid packages. Its strength is fixed by the repulsion factor a and
is linked to the fluid’s compressibility. Groot and Warren [29] defined a di-
mensionless compressibility κ−1 = 1+ πanrc

4/15kBT , where n is the particle
density (i.e. the number of particles per volume rc3). The dimensionless com-
pressibility is derived from the equation of state and gives a good indication
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of the relation between the repulsion factor a and the fluid’s compressibility.
When a = 0 there are no conservative forces and the system behaves as an
ideal fluid.

Throughout this work m and rc are both set to one and taken as unit of
mass and length, respectively. Furthermore, we fix σ to a value of 3.0. The
size of the time step Δt determines the temperature control. When Δt gets
too large the actual temperature in the system will start to deviate from its
equilibrium value [29]. In our simulations the temperature drift stays within
2% when the time step Δt ≤ 0.1Δtc, where Δtc = 315γ−1/(7πnrc

3 + 90) [51].
The diffusion coefficient and viscosity of a fluid are, unfortunately, no input
parameters in the DPD method. These transport properties can, however, be
predicted or measured for a given set of input parameters. The predictions,
established so far, do not take the contribution of the conservative force into
account and are less reliable. Therefore, we prefer to measure the transport
properties from simulation. The self-diffusion coefficient D is calculated from

D =
lim
t→∞ 〈Δr2〉/6t after determining the mean-squared displacement 〈Δr2〉 over

time t [25]. The viscosity can be obtained from a stationary Poiseuille flow
simulation [4]. After determining the average velocity 〈V〉 in the direction of
the imposed body force fb, the dynamic viscosity follows as μ = nfbW2/12〈V〉,
where W is the width of the fluid layer the body force is acting on.

4.3 The lid-driven cavity

4.3.1 Problem description and definitions

A lid-driven cavity is a rectangular box of which the top wall or lid can move.
Let us label the size of the cavity in the x-, y- and z-direction by Lx, Ly and
Lz, respectively. The lid moves in the x-direction with speed V lid and sets
the fluid inside the cavity in motion. A schematic representation of the lid-
driven cavity is shown in figure 4.1. The flow problem can be approached in a
two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) way. When solid walls are
placed only in the x- and y-direction, a 2D flow structure will develop in the
cavity. Walls in all directions will produce more complex 3D flow structures. In
reality, cavity flow is essentially 3D. Nevertheless, the 2D approach is a useful
simplification that is frequently applied in fundamental and computational
studies. In this paper we consider the flow in a 2D lid-driven cavity (2D-LDC)
as well as a 3D lid-driven cavity (3D-LDC).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of a lid-driven cavity.

The flow pattern in a lid-driven cavity depends on the cavity’s geometry,
the boundary conditions and the Reynolds number. All 2D-LDC calcula-
tions are performed in a square cavity (Lx :Ly = 1 :1) with periodic boundaries
in the z-direction. The 3D-LDC calculations are performed in a cubic cav-
ity (Lx :Ly :Lz = 1 :1 :1). The dimension of the square and cubic cavity can
thus be defined by the single cavity size L. The walls of a cavity are impene-
trable and show no-slip. An efficient way to impose such boundary conditions
in DPD is given in chapter 2. Here, the parallel wall method is employed in
the x- and y-direction, while the symmetrical flow pattern across the mid-plane
z = 0.5 in the cubic cavity permits us to apply the periodic wall method in
the z-direction. Once the geometry and boundary conditions are specified, the
flow in the cavity is defined by the Reynolds number Re = V lidL/ν , with the
cavity size L as characteristic length scale and kinematic viscosity ν = μ/ρ.
Cavity flow for a square and cubic geometry with no-slip boundary conditions
has been studied before [16,18,26,32,33,44,67]. The results from these studies
will be used for reference.

Since it is convenient to work with dimensionless units, we introduce a dimen-
sionless time t∗ that is defined as the actual time divided by L/V lid, i.e. the
time required for the lid to move over its own length. Most length and velocity
scales are normalised with L and V lid, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the uniform lid velocity V lid(broken line) and non-uniform
lid velocity V lid(x) given by equation 4.1 (solid line).

4.3.2 Analytical solutions

Semi-analytical solutions exist for the steady flow in a lid-driven cavity when
Re ≈ 0 (creeping flow) [13, 66]. Chella and Viñals [13] found a semi-analytical
solution for cavity flow in case the velocity of the moving lid is prescribed by

V lid(x) = 30 x2 (1− x)2 · V lid . (4.1)

As shown in figure 4.2, the lid velocity V lid(x) given by equation 4.1 varies in
the x-direction, being zero at the side walls and having a maximum of 1.875V lid

in the middle of the cavity. Averaged over the whole length of the lid V lid(x)

is equal to V lid. The corresponding velocity field in the cavity is approximated
by

Vx = V lid(x) · [A2

(
δ1

2+δ2
2

δ1

)
sinh(δ1y) sin(δ2y) +

B1(δ1 cosh(δ1y) sin(δ2y) + δ2 sinh(δ1y) cos(δ2y))] ,

Vy = ∂
∂xV

lid(x) · [A2 cosh(δ1y) sin(δ2y) +

B1 sinh(δ1y) sin(δ2y) + B2 sinh(δ1y) cos(δ2y)] ,

(4.2)
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with
A2 = − δ1 sinh δ1 sin δ2

δ2
2 sinh2 δ1 − δ1

2 sin2 δ2
,

B1 = δ1 cosh δ1 sin δ2 − δ2 sinh δ1 cos δ2

δ2
2 sinh2 δ1 − δ1

2 sin2 δ2
,

B2 = −A2δ2/δ1 ,

δ1 = 4.15 , δ2 = 2.286 .

Although a non-uniform lid velocity such as prescribed by equation 4.1 does not
exist in the real world, the solution in equation 4.2 offers a useful benchmark
for our numerical calculations.

4.3.3 CFD calculations

The flow in a lid-driven cavity can be calculated with a continuum-based tech-
nique as well. In this work we use the commercial CFD package Fluent 5.5,
which solves the Navier-Stokes equations using a finite volume formulation.
Steady 2D simulations are performed in a square domain of 102 by 152 grid
cells. In view of the velocity gradient, the grid is refined towards the top of
the cavity so that the cell height at the top is 10% of the cell height at the
bottom. The convergence criteria are set to 10−3 for all variables. Several tests
are performed to check the numerical accuracy of the CFD calculations. Twice
as many grid cells and reducing the convergence criteria to 10−4 do not have a
noticeable effect.

4.3.4 DPD calculations

Our objective is to model the laminar flow of an incompressible, Newtonian
fluid in a lid-driven cavity with DPD. From literature it is known that the
flow in cavities with a square cross section are, in general, laminar up to
Re ≈ 6000 [67]. Whether or not compressibility effects or non-Newtionian be-
haviour play a role in our simulations, depends on the properties of the DPD
fluid and the flow conditions in the cavity. Hence, care must be taken when
selecting the simulation parameters. Moreover, the choice of parameters has a
strong impact on the accuracy of the measurements. A bad choice of parame-
ters can lead to large fluctuations. In such cases, lengthy calculations have to
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be performed to obtain stable flow results. In this respect, a closer look at the
parameter setting is useful.

In an isothermal lid-driven cavity DPD particles are displaced by the imposed
flow and the random, thermal motion. When the thermal motion is relatively
large, the fluctuations on the imposed flow are also large. Lengthy calculation
are required to average out the thermal noise and to obtain an accurate mea-
sure of the flow inside the cavity. The ratio of imposed to thermal motion is
given by the Péclet number Pe = V lidL/D = Re · Sc, where the Schmidt num-
ber Sc = ν/D. For accurate velocity profiles in the cavity it is desirable to
work at high Péclet numbers, Pe� 1. The Schmidt number of most real fluids
is in the order of 103, leading to high Péclet numbers, even at small Reynolds
numbers. DPD fluids, in contrast, typically have Schmidt numbers around
unity [29]. Now, it depends on the extend to which the Schmidt number can
be increased, whether sufficiently high Péclet numbers can be achieved in DPD
at low Reynolds numbers.

From theoretical predictions [29,50] it follows that Sc ∝ n2/(kBT)
3 for a fixed

value of the fluctuation amplitude σ. This means that we can achieve higher
Schmidt numbers by decreasing the temperature and/or increasing the particle
density. Unfortunately, these two options do increase the CPU time. Non
ideal, conservative forces, not included in the theoretical predictions, tend to
suppress diffusion and promote momentum transport. A strong conservative
force would, thus, help to achieve higher Schmidt numbers. From simulations
we found that the Schmidt number is proportional to the repulsion factor a.
Increasing a has little or no impact on the CPU time and this is clearly an
efficient way to achieve high Schmidt numbers. However, the repulsion factor
cannot be increased without bound. If the repulsive interactions are becoming
too strong particles will start to crystallize and the system may eventually
freeze. This will lead to unwanted non-Newtonian behaviour and a particle
diffusion going to zero. Trofimov et al. [70] studied the freezing artifacts in
DPD and claim that a < 250 is a safe choice in general. We applied an even
stronger restriction and kept the repulsion factor a below 60 in our study. In
the end, the temperature, particle density and repulsion factor were all tuned
to achieve Péclet numbers in the order of 103.

In section 4.2 a relation for the compressibility of a DPD fluid is given in terms
of the input parameters. Compressibility effects can be expected when the
Mach number Ma is close to unity. The Mach number Ma = V/c relates the
speed of an object V to the speed of sound c in the medium in which the object
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is traveling. In a lid-driven cavity particles near the moving top wall approach
the lid speed V lid and compressibility effects are expected to occur first in that
region. Preliminary simulations confirm this. To avoid compressibility effects
and maintain a homogeneous density in the cavity, the velocity of the DPD
particles should be well below the speed of sound (Ma < 1). This implies that
there is an upper limit to V lid. On the other hand, a high V lid allows a smaller
cavity size L at a given Reynolds number, reducing the computational cost
considerably. The restriction on V lid is, therefore, undesirable. An obvious
way to relax this restriction is increasing the speed of sound. An appropriate
relation for the speed of sound in a DPD fluid follows from the equation of
state as c2 = (dp/dρ) = kBT · κ−1/m. Clearly, the speed of sound increases
when the fluid becomes less compressible. The compressibility of a DPD fluid
reduces with increasing repulsion factor [29]. So, once again, a high repulsion
factor is favourable.

4.3.5 Corner singularity

The velocity at the top left and top right corners of the cavity, where the moving
lid meets a side wall has, in theory, two values, leading to a discontinuity in
the boundary conditions. Treating these singular points as part of the lid or
side wall, respectively, led in most studies to the conclusion that the velocity
of these corner points has virtually no effect on the overall flow [15, 67]. We
made similar observations for DPD, and found that the velocity treatment of
the wall corner affects only a small region in its vicinity. The wall method
described in chapter 2 splits the corner in a part belonging to the lid and a
part belonging to the side wall, so that it is a bit of both. This method turned
out to be an elegant way to deal with the discontinuity and is employed for the
DPD calculations in this work. In the CFD calculations the row of grid points
at the top of the cavity, all belonging to the top wall, are used to impose the
velocity of the lid.

4.4 Single-phase flow in a lid-driven cavity

Now, having discussed the important aspects of DPD in relation to cavity flow,
we can use the simulation technique to investigate the flow of a single fluid in a
lid-driven cavity. To start with, we model the fully developed flow in a square
cavity at low Reynolds number for the special case of a non-uniform lid velocity,
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Re n kBT κ−1 L D ν = μ/ρ Pe Ma

2.5 20 0.25 320 15 0.0052 1.675 805 0.03

10 20 0.5 240 15 0.021 0.850 409 0.05

50 20 1 240 15 0.067 0.520 387 0.11

100 15 1 160 15 0.091 0.426 466 0.22

200 10 1 64 25 0.154 0.314 406 0.31

400 5 1 16 55 0.300 0.273 364 0.50

1000 5 1 16 100 0.300 0.273 910 0.68

Table 4.1: Parameter setting

as given by equation 4.1. The resulting flow field should agree with the semi-
analytical solution of Chella and Viñals shown in equation 4.2. Next, we model
the stationary flow at different values of Re in the square cavity for the more
realistic situation where the lid moves with a uniform, steady velocity. Once
a satisfactory set of parameters is obtained for this 2D-LDC, the same set is
applied to model the stationary flow in the cubic cavity.

The choice of parameters must, first of all, reproduce the intended Reynolds
number. The set of parameters that meets this purpose is, however, not unique.
As pointed out above, we select our parameters in such a way that (1) com-
pressibility effects are negligible, (2) the fluid shows Newtonian behaviour and
(3) the calculation times are minimal. The parameter sets we finally selected
for different Reynolds numbers are listed in table 4.1, where L is the cavity
size. The corresponding transport properties and relevant dimensionless num-
bers are given as well. Note that, although the size of the square cavity in the
z-direction is arbitrary, it should be large enough to avoid spurious correlations
across the periodic boundary. Here, we took Lz = 5 as a lower limit.

All simulations start with a fluid that is initially at rest. At t∗ = 0 the lid
of the cavity is given a constant velocity in the x-direction that sets the fluid
in motion. Depending on the Reynolds number, a steady flow will develop in
time. The critical Reynolds number above which the flow becomes unsteady
is 7763 for a square cavity [58] and around 1000 for a 3D cavity [18, 67]. The
time tacc required for the fluid to accelerate and reach steady state depends
on the Reynolds number as well. Registering the mean-squared velocity in
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Figure 4.3: Contour plot of the density in the square cavity at Re = 400 for stationary
flow driven by a uniform, steady motion of the lid.

our simulations indicates that tacc ≈ 0.05 Re · L/V lid. Once the flow is fully
developed the flow pattern in the cavity is determined. To this end, we divide
the square cavity in 41 × 41 bins and average the velocity over time in each
bin. The cubic cavity is divided in 41× 41× 41 bins. As soon as the velocity
variation in the bins due to thermal fluctuations is negligible, the simulation
and data extraction are terminated.

In order to keep the calculation time within reasonable limits we accepted a
relatively high Mach number at Re = 400 and Re = 1000. To detect possible
compressibility effects in the cavity, the density in each bin is measured as
well. A (typical) contour plot of the density in the cavity is shown in figure 4.3
for Re = 400. The density fluctuations stay within 2% in 98% of the cavity
volume for Re = 400 (Ma = 0.50). For Re = 1000 (Ma = 0.68) the density
fluctuations stay within 4% in 98% of the cavity volume. Whether or not these
density distortions have a significant effect on the flow in the cavity will proof
later.

4.4.1 Non-uniform lid velocity

The DPD simulations with a non-uniform lid velocity are performed in the
square cavity at Re = 2.5 with the parameter set given in table 4.1. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Vector plot of the fully developed flow in a square cavity driven by the
lid velocity given in equation 4.1; (a) semi-analytical solution (Re ≈ 0), (b) DPD cal-
culation (Re = 2.5).

velocity of the lid is given by equation 4.1 and depends on the x-position
of the particles along the moving top wall. The fully developed flow field
as calculated with DPD for Re = 2.5 is compared with the semi-analytical
solution of equation 4.2. In figure 4.4 we plot the resulting velocity vectors in
the cavity. For clarity, the velocity vectors are, after being normalised with V lid,
scaled by a factor 0.2 and shown at only 20 × 20 positions in the cavity. The
calculated flow field is very similar to that of the semi-analytical solution. In
fact, the mean deviation between the velocity vectors shown in figure 4.4 (a)
and (b) is within 1% of V lid. We observe a flow that is dominated by a single
vortex rotating clockwise. The symmetric flow pattern across x = 0.5 L, being
characteristic for cavity flow at Re ≈ 0, is clearly visible. At the centre of the
vortex the velocity is zero. In both plots the vortex centre is located in the
middle of the cavity at 0.22 L below the moving lid.

A more quantitative comparison is made in figure 4.5, where we plot the ve-
locity on the x- and y-axis through the centre of the cavity. The velocities are
normalised with the maximum velocity 1.875V lid. For a clear representation,
only the y-component of the velocity (Vy) is shown on the x-axis and the x-
component of the velocity (Vx) on the y-axis. The velocity profiles calculated
with DPD agree very well with the semi-analytic solution.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the velocities on the x- and y-axis through the centre
of a square cavity for fully developed cavity flow driven by the lid velocity given in
equation 4.1.

4.4.2 Uniform lid velocity

In this section, we model the stationary flow in a square and cubic cavity
with DPD for the conditions listed in table 4.1. Now, the flow is driven by
a uniform, steady motion of the lid. The flow at different Re is compared
by observing the velocity on the x- and y-axis through the centre of the cav-
ity (x, y, z) = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). In figure 4.6 the stationary velocity profiles on
the x- and y-axis through the centre of the square and cubic cavity are shown
for Re = 2.5, 100 and 400. The velocities are normalised with V lid and, again
we show only one velocity component per axis for clarity reasons.

No analytical or semi-analytical solutions exist for stationary cavity flow at
high Reynolds numbers, so we have to validate our calculations with results
from other numerical techniques. In figure 4.6 the profiles at Re = 2.5 are
compared to results obtained with the CFD package Fluent. The profiles at
Re = 100 and 400 could be compared to results from literature. We compared
the velocity profiles in the square cavity with the results of Ghia et al. that are
obtained from direct numerical simulations [26]. The profiles in the 3D cavity
are compared to those of Ku et al. [44], who generated accurate numerical
solutions for cavity flow using a pseudo-spectral method and kindly provided us
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the velocities on the x- and y-axis through the centre of
a square (left) and cubic (right) lid-driven cavity at Re = 2.5 (first row), Re = 100

(second row) and Re = 400 (third row) as calculated with DPD to other techniques.
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with their data. The velocity profiles obtained with DPD agree very well with
those from other techniques. At higher Reynolds numbers the velocity values
from DPD are a little lower. Most likely this is a result of compressibility effects
that become more important in our simulations going from Re = 2.5 to Re =

400, as indicated by the increasing Mach number in table 4.1. Compressibility
effects lead to an increased density at the top-right (downstream) corner of
the cavity, as shown in figure 4.3 for Re = 400, that obstructs the flow. The
difference with the velocity values from literature is, however, negligible.

In order to discern the difference between the flow in the square and cubic
cavity, the velocity profiles for both cases are plotted together in figure 4.7.
For Re = 2.5 and 10 the velocities on the x-axis through the centre of the
square and cubic cavity are almost identical. The velocities on the y-axis
already show a small difference at these low Reynolds numbers. It is not until
Re = 50 that the velocities on the x-axis through the square and cubic cavity
start to show a distinct difference. Figure 4.7 indicates that the velocities in
the cubic cavity tend to be smaller and that the discrepancy between the flow
in the square and cubic cavity grows with increasing Reynolds number. The
first is an obvious effect from the end-walls in the z- or spanwise direction of
the cubic cavity that act as a brake on fluid flow. The latter results from the
spanwise fluid flow in the cubic cavity that becomes important as the Reynolds
number increases [67]. The differences we found between the flow in a square
and cubic cavity correspond to those shown in the work of Ku et al. [44].

Considering the velocity profiles on the axis through the cavity centre is very
useful for a quantitive validation of the flow in the cavity, but does not give a
clear picture of the 2D and 3D flow structures. To visualise these structures we
make vector plots of the flow field. In figure 4.8 the averaged velocity vectors in
a square and cubic cavity are shown for the fully developed flow at Re = 400.
The 2D flow structure in the square cavity is simply projected on the xy-
plane. The complex 3D flow structure in the cubic cavity is, however, difficult
to capture in 2D pictures. In most studies this flow structure is presented at
different cross sections through the cavity. Here, we show the velocity vectors at
the three perpendicular planes z = 0.5, y = 0.5 and x = 0.5. The velocities are
normalised with V lid and shown at 20×20 positions in the plane of interest. For
clarity, the velocity vectors are scaled by a factor 0.2 in figure 4.8 (a) and (b),
and by a factor 0.8 in figure 4.8 (c) and (d).

The flow in the square as well as the cubic cavity is dominated by a single
vortex that is called the primary eddy (PE). In figure 4.8 (a) and (b) the lid
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the velocities on the x- and y-axis through the
centre of a square and cubic cavity at different Reynolds numbers as calculated with
DPD.
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(a) Square cavity (b) Cubic cavity; z=0.5

(c) Cubic cavity; y=0.5 (d) Cubic cavity; x=0.5

Figure 4.8: Averaged velocity vectors for the fully developed flow at Re = 400 in a
square and cubic cavity. The velocity vectors in the square cavity are projected on
the xy-plane (a). In the cubic cavity the velocity vectors are shown at three different
cross sections through the cavity (b - d). In (a), (b) and (c) the lid moves from left to
right. In (d) the lid moves into to paper.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Streamline pattern at Re = 400 in a square cavity (a), and in a cubic
cavity at z = 0.5 (b). The lid moves from left to right.

moves from left to right, generating a primary eddy that rotates clockwise.
At the centre of the primary eddy the velocities in x- and y-direction go to
zero. We observe motion in the z- or spanwise direction of the cubic cavity
for Re ≥ 50 when two additional vortices emerge near each end-wall. These
vortices are called end-wall vortices. In figure 4.8 (c) and (d) the lower end-wall
vortices are clearly visible for Re = 400. The smaller upper end-wall vortices
can be detected in figure 4.8 (d) at the top left and right corner. Notice the
symmetrical flow in the cubic cavity across the mid-plane z = 0.5.

The flow structures in the square and cubic cavity are visualised even more
clearly by streamlines. A streamline is everywhere tangential to the flow di-
rection and represents the path a weightless particle would follow in the flow
field. For the 2D flow in the square cavity the streamlines can be obtained from
the streamfunction ψ =

∫
−Vydx+ Vxdy, knowing that the streamfunction is

constant on a streamline and zero on the walls [26,32,67]. The streamfunction
values in the square cavity are calculated from the averaged velocities in the
41×41 bins. Figure 4.9 (a) shows the resulting streamlines in the square cavity
at Re = 400 for ψ = −0.11, −0.10, · · · , 0.0, 0.5 · 10−3 and 1.0 · 10−3. The min-
imum value of the streamfunction in the square cavity (ψmin) is found at the
centre of the primary eddy. For the flow at Re = 400 we found ψmin = −0.1109.
This is close to the values found by Ghia et al. [26] (ψmin = −0.1139) and
Hou et al. [32] (ψmin = −0.1121).
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(a) Trajectory 1 (b) Trajectory 2

Figure 4.10: Particle trajectories in a cubic cavity. Trajectory 1 starts at (x, y, z)
= (0.6575, 7095, 0.9). Trajectory 2 starts at (x, y, z) = (0.6983, 7168, 0.9).

In the cubic cavity the streamlines form complex 3D patterns that can be
visualised by actually following the path of a weightless particle in the flow field.
To identify the streamline pattern in the cubic cavity at Re = 400 we observed
two trajectories of a weightless particle. The weightless particle moves with
the mean flow in the cavity, set up by the averaged velocities in the 41×41×41
bins. The two trajectories (trajectory 1 and trajectory 2) start on a different
position close to the centre of the primary vortex on the plane z = 0.9 and are
followed until the weightless particle reaches the plane z = 0.1. Figure 4.9 (b)
shows a 2D representation of the streamline pattern in the cubic cavity by
projecting the part of the trajectories between z = 0.475 and z = 0.525 onto
the mid-plane z = 0.5. A 3D representation of the complete particle trajectories
is shown in figure 4.10.

The large primary eddy detected in the vector plots of figure 4.8 is clearly vis-
ible in the streamlines of figure 4.9. What becomes evident from the stream-
line patterns in figure 4.9 is that the primary eddy generates counter-rotating
secondary eddies near the side walls at the bottom of the cavity. The down-
stream secondary eddy is clearly visible in figure 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b), whereas
the smaller and weaker upstream secondary eddy is only just visible. When
the streamlines in the square and cubic cavity are compared, we see a striking
difference. In the square cavity the streamlines are closed, but in the cubic
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cavity the streamlines spiral outwards from the centre of the primary eddy to
finally reach and become part of a secondary eddy. Chiang et al. [16–18] found
similar results by following the tracks of individual particles in a 3D-LDC of
size Lx : Ly : Lz = 1 : 1 : 3. It indicates that, unlike in a 2D-LDC, the particles
in a 3D-LDC can move from one vortex to another, interconnecting the whole
cavity. This exchange of particles between eddies is an important characteristic
of 3D cavity flow and makes it essentially different from 2D cavity flow.

That the 3D motion in the cubic cavity is better appreciated by observing the
complete particle trajectories, as in figure 4.10, also appears from the following
consideration. Starting close to the centre of the primary vortex at z = 0.9,
the weightless particles move towards the mid-plane z = 0.5, where they spiral
outwards and finally move through one of the secondary eddies at the bottom of
the cavity back towards the end-wall at z = 0.0. The motion of the weightless
particles in the cubic cavity is comparable to the particle motion found by
Chiang et al. in a rectangular cavity [16–18]. The particle tracks in the work of
Chiang et al. revealed that the spanwise flow is towards the mid-plane around
the core of the primary eddy and towards the end-walls outside this region.
The two particle trajectories in figure 4.10 as well as the velocity vectors in
figure 4.8 (c) and (d) indicate that this is also the case in a cubic cavity. The
fact that both particles in figure 4.10 move from the mid-plane z = 0.5 towards
the z = 0.0 end-wall is a pure coincidence. The flow is symmetrical in the
mid-plane z = 0.5, which implies that as many particles will move towards the
z = 0.0 end-wall as towards the z = 1.0 end-wall from the mid-plane z = 0.5.

The flow structures in figure 4.8 to 4.10 reveal different types of vortices in
the square and cubic cavity. The presence, position and size of the vortices
turn out to depend strongly on the Reynolds number. This Reynolds effect
is used by many others to quantify cavity flow in experimental [39–41, 55],
theoretical [55, 66] and computational studies [18, 26, 32]. At present, it offers
yet another suitable benchmark to test and verify the cavity flow calculations.
The location of the primary eddy centre as calculated with DPD is plotted
in figure 4.11 for different Reynolds numbers. The results we obtained for
the square cavity are compared with the Lattice Boltzmann calculations by
Hou et al. [32] and direct numerical simulations by Ghia et al. [26]. In the
cubic cavity the position of the primary eddy centre varies in the z-direction.
In figure 4.11 we show the location of the primary eddy at the mid-plane z = 0.5

of the cubic cavity and compare it to results obtained by Iwatsu et al. using
a finite difference procedure [33]. The numerical values of the primary eddy
location are listed in table 4.2 for reference. Simulations above Re = 1000 for
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Figure 4.11: Location of the primary eddy centre as a function of the Reynolds
number in a square lid-driven cavity and in a cubic lid-driven cavity at z = 0.5.

PE square cavity PE cubic cavity

Re x y x y

2.5 0.5020 0.7643 0.5079 0.7789

10 0.5134 0.7649 0.5165 0.7797

50 0.5791 0.7577 0.5720 0.7725

100 0.6185 0.7386 0.6199 0.7599

200 0.6046 0.6705 0.6423 0.6987

400 0.5565 0.6060 0.6180 0.5857

1000 0.5302 0.5632 − −

Table 4.2: Location of the primary eddy (PE) centre as calculated with DPD for a
square lid-driven cavity and a cubic lid-driven cavity at z = 0.5.
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the square and above Re = 400 for the cubic cavity are omitted because of
the extremely long calculation times required. Moreover, the flow in the cubic
cavity is likely to become unsteady at Re = 1000.

The primary eddy locations obtained for the square cavity very well agree with
those by Hou et al. and Ghia et al. At low Reynolds numbers the centre of
the primary eddy is found in-between the lid and the geometric centre of the
cavity. As the Reynolds number increases, the position of the primary eddy
changes and shifts in downstream direction. At Re ≈ 100 it starts moving
towards the geometric centre of the cavity. This arc-shaped path followed by
the primary eddy for increasing Reynolds number is highly similar to the fluid
motion in the cavity. The primary eddy at the mid-plane of the cubic cavity
shows a similar, but wider, arc-shaped displacement for increasing Reynolds
number. For Re ≤ 100 the y-position of the primary eddy is about 2% higher
than in the square cavity, while the x-position is almost equal. This difference
at low Reynolds numbers agrees with the velocity differences we observed in
figure 4.7. Above Re = 100 the path of the primary eddy shows a less sharp
curvature towards the geometric centre than is the case for the square cavity.
Chiang et al. [18] found a similar trend for a 3D-LDC of size Lx :Ly :Lz = 1 :1 :3,
although it is less pronounced due to the fact that the end-walls are further
apart. The agreement with literature for the cubic cavity results is not as good
as for the square cavity, but still within an acceptable 2%.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

As a flow solver the particle-based DPD technique turns out to be not as fast
and efficient as continuum-based techniques. This is caused by the large num-
ber of particle-particle interactions involved and the fluctuating character of
the DPD particles. Long simulation times are necessary to reduce the noise
effects of these fluctuations on the flow results. On the other hand, the rela-
tively soft nature of the particles requires mild flow conditions to avoid density
distortions due to compression. The size of the simulated domain must be en-
larged to maintain mild conditions at high Reynolds numbers. This increases
the computational load again and makes the calculation times even longer.

However, the power of DPD lies not in resolving “simple” macroscopic flow,
but in complex flows where small, microscopic effects play a role. One example
is the flow of a complex fluid such as polymer melt, of which the dynamic
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behaviour is affected by the length, conformation and flexibility of the polymer
chain. Other examples can be found in the field of multiphase flows, where the
interaction between unlike phases may lead to complex phase behaviour and
capillary effects as we will see in the next chapters. The forced mixing of
immiscible fluids can, for instance, be facilitated by surfactants, acting on a
(length) scale equal to the width of the interface. Coalescence and breakup are
phenomena in multiphase flow that occur on a similar (length) scale and are
also influenced by surface active components. The lid-driven cavity is an ideal
setup for testing the effect of surfactants on the mixing process of immiscible
fluids. Aiming at that, we must be sure that the flow in the cavity is modelled
correctly to start with. It is evident from the work in this chapter that this is
indeed so.

4.6 Summary

In this paper we modelled cavity flow of a single incompressible, Newtonian
fluid using the DPD technique. The velocities, flow patterns and vortex posi-
tions are registrated for 2-dimensional flow in a square cavity and 3-dimensional
flow in a cubic cavity at different Reynolds numbers. Care must be taken
concerning the parameter setting for the simulations to avoid compressibility
effects and to obtain accurate measurements at minimal computational cost.

First, we compared our DPD results to the semi-analytical solution of Chella
and Viñals. Their solution is derived for creeping flow in a square cavity
driven by a non-uniform lid velocity. When this non-uniform lid velocity is
applied in our DPD simulations, the flow field obtained at Re = 2.5 is almost
identical to that from the semi-analytical solution. Next, we have studied the
stationary flow driven by a uniform, steady motion of the lid. The laminar
flow is simulated from Re = 2.5 upto Re = 1000 in the square cavity and up
to Re = 400 in the cubic cavity with DPD. Different types of vortices and
flow structures are observed that are typical for cavity flow. Velocity profiles,
streamlines and locations of the primary eddy centre are compared to results
obtained with other techniques. The agreement is very good and we conclude
that DPD is able to model the flow in a lid-driven cavity correctly.

Furthermore, as cavity flow is one of the standard cases for testing the boundary
conditions of solid walls in the continuum limit, it demonstrates that the DPD
method is applicable to real engineering problems.
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5.1 Introduction

Mixing of fluids is a process encountered in many applications. It can play a
crucial role in food processing, coating technology and chemical reactions. Poor
mixing can alter, for instance, the taste, appearance, texture and performance
of a product. In chemical reactions (extensive) mixing enhances the contact
area between reacting phases, which has a positive effect on the reaction rate.
The mixing in the mantle of the earth and water flows in oceans or near river
mouths are examples found in nature. The forced mixing of two fluids in a
lid-driven cavity that is considered, here, is a case of practical interest, since
the flow conditions resemble those found in an extruder, i.e. a common mixing
device.

One of the first papers dealing with the flow of two fluids in a lid-driven cavity
is that of Bigg and Middleman [6]. They studied the mixing process for dif-
ferent Reynolds numbers and different viscosity ratios between the two fluids.
The authors compared their computations with experimental results. Later,
Chakravarthy and Ottino [11] studied a wider range of viscosity ratios at longer
times for creeping flow (Re ≈ 0). The effect of the cavity’s height to width
ratio is investigated as well. Both studies neglect capillary forces and use a fi-
nite difference scheme with marker-and-cell method to track the position of the
interface. To our knowledge the first numerical work taking interfacial tension
in a lid-driven cavity into account was that of Chella and Viñals [13]. They
applied a diffuse-interface model to study the effect of interfacial tension on the
mixing behaviour of two immiscible fluids of the same viscosity in a lid-driven
cavity. This model is, however, restricted to low Reynolds numbers. More
recently, the work of Chella and Viñals was extended by Khatavkar et al. [35]
who studied two fluids of different viscosity with interfacial tension. Hoefs-
loot et al. [30] considered the mixing of non-Newtonian fluids in a lid-driven
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cavity. They performed experiments and computer simulations using a finite
volume formulation.

All the above-mentioned numerical work has been done with continuum-based
techniques. Most of these techniques have difficulties simulating natural in-
terfaces that move and deform in time. Studying the effect of surfactants or
impurities on the interface is often not possible at all. The particle-based
and mesoscopic DPD technique seems, however, adequate to fulfil these tasks.
Particles of immiscible fluids demix naturally due to repulsive forces, creating
a dynamic interface-region where the concentration and properties gradually
change from one fluid to the other. Surfactant molecules are easily created from
normal DPD particles and added to the system [28, 61]. These features make
DPD (in theory) a suitable numerical technique to model multiphase flow. In
combination with the well-defined flow in a lid-driven cavity, it provides an
ideal platform to study the effect of interfacial tension and surfactants on the
forced mixing of two fluids.

In chapter 4 we applied the DPD technique to model the flow of a single fluid
in a lid-driven cavity and found that the results are in very good agreement
with those of continuum-based techniques. In this chapter we apply the DPD
technique to model the flow of two, initially separated, fluids in a lid-driven
cavity. Our two main objectives are: (1) test the DPD method in the area of
multiphase flow, and (2) study the effect of interfacial tension on the mixing
of two fluids driven by an external force. After a description of the two-phase
flow problem and the important computational details, we explain how the
mixing process in the lid-driven cavity is monitored and followed in time. Next,
the two-phase flow calculations with the DPD method are validated. To this
end, we consider the mixing of two fluids without interfacial tension, i.e. a
passive interface, at low Reynolds number and make a comparison to results
derived from a semi-analytical solution of the flow field, experiments and CFD
calculations. Once validated, we use the DPD method to study the mixing
process at different Reynolds numbers for a passive interface. Finally, the
effect of interfacial tension on the mixing behaviour in a lid-driven cavity is
studied by considering two immiscible fluids, i.e. an active interface.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the lid-driven cavity, half filled with fluid 1 and
half filled with fluid 2.

5.2 Problem description and definitions

In order to study the, shear induced, mixing of fluids in a lid-driven cavity
one can use different starting configurations. Most studies start with a layered
configuration, where the bottom and top half of the cavity are filled with
different fluids [6,11,13,35]. It is also the configuration we applied throughout
this chapter. All calculations are performed in a square, two-dimensional cavity
(see section 4.3) of which the top wall or lid can be given a velocity V lid. The
height and width of the cavity are equal and given by the cavity size L. The
lower half of the cavity is filled with fluid 1 and the top half with fluid 2,
as illustrated schematically in figure 5.1. As for the single-phase situation in
chapter 4, the fluid inside the cavity is set in motion by the moving lid. Now,
depending on the flow regime and fluid properties, the initially flat, horizontal
interface between the two fluids may start to move and deform. As a result,
the contact or interfacial area between the two fluids grows, i.e. the fluids are
mixing. Note that the interface in figure 5.1 is represented by a fixed straight
line. On the scale of the interfacial width, however, the interface is irregular
and in continuous motion. The term “flat” therefore refers to the time average
shape of the interface.

In this chapter we focus on the effect of interfacial tension on the forced mixing
of two fluids. For simplicity, the two fluids in our flow experiment are attributed
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Figure 5.2: Typical density profile across the interface between two immiscible fluids
separated by a flat interface at y = 7.5. The fluids are at rest and placed on top of
each other in a square cavity of size L = 15.

equal properties and may be regarded as one and the same fluid with a different
colour. Since the fluids have the same density (ρ) and dynamic viscosity (μ),
the flow in the cavity is still defined by the Reynolds number Re = ρV lidL/μ.
Although fluids 1 and 2 are identical, they are immiscible and repel each other.
This repulsion between the two fluids gives rise to capillary forces, resulting
in interfacial tension. The repulsive interaction between particles of the same
fluid determines the compressibility of that fluid, as described in section 4.2.
The strength of this like repulsion is set equal for both fluids and is given by
the repulsion factor a. The repulsive interaction between fluid 1 and fluid 2
particles is set by the unlike repulsion factor a12. The fluids repel each other
and want to stay apart if a12 exceeds a. The fluids keep separated and are
said to be immiscible if the excess repulsion Δa = a12 − a is sufficiently large.

A typical density profile across the interface between two immiscible fluids as
simulated with the DPD technique is shown in figure 5.2. It is clearly visible
that the simulated interface is not a sharp line, but a region of certain width
where the concentration and properties gradually change from one fluid to the
other. The small dip in the overall density shows that the excess repulsion
between the immiscible fluids leads to a depletion of particles at the interfa-
cial region. This density distortion at the interface has been noticed before
by others [29, 61] and damps out quickly. The reduced particle density on the
interface results in a lower pressure in the plane of the interface than in the
direction normal to the interface and gives rise to interfacial tension [25]. The
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larger the excess repulsion, the stronger the driving force to keep the fluids
separated and the higher the interfacial tension. Interfacial tension, clearly,
disfavours mixing. In the lid-driven cavity experiment, the interfacial tension
between fluids 1 and 2 can, at a certain point, start to affect the flow and ham-
per the forced mixing. A useful dimensionless number in the present analysis
is the capillary number Ca that relates the effect of viscous forces to interfacial
tension. The capillary number is defined as Ca = μV lid/σif , with σif being the
interfacial tension.

A classification into passive and active interfaces has been made, based on the
impact of the interfacial tension. A passive interface separates fluids with no
or negligible interfacial tension (Ca→ ∞). This type of interface is conveyed
by the flow without affecting it. An active interface exists between fluids with
interfacial tension (Ca 
= ∞) and modifies the flow through capillary forces.
In our lid-driven cavity problem with two identical fluids, a passive interface
yields the same flow as a single fluid. The fluid is set in motion and after
some acceleration time tacc the flow becomes stationary (see chapter 4). This
makes it possible to study the deformation of a passive interface in two flow
regimes: during startup and in fully developed flow. In the first flow regime
we start with a flat interface at half the cavity height and fluids at rest. In
the fully developed flow regime we start with a flat interface at half the cavity
height after the motion in the cavity becomes stationary. As we will show later,
the passive interface is a useful simplification to validate and verify our two-
phase DPD simulations. An active interface alters the flow while it is conveyed
through the cavity. A moving active interface, therefore, results in transient
flow. Stationary flow is only possible, if the active interface remains at a fixed
position in the cavity.

5.3 Computational details

5.3.1 Interfacial tension

As similar to diffusion and viscosity, interfacial tension is not an input param-
eter in the DPD method. Instead, it is a thermodynamic quantity depending
on the repulsive force between two phases, set by the excess repulsion Δa.
The interfacial tension may be calculated from the difference between the nor-
mal (px) and tangential ((py+pz)/2) component of the pressure tensor across
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the interface. It follows as

σif =

∫Lx

0
[px(x) − (py(x) + pz(x)) /2] dx ,

where Lx is the size of the simulated system normal to the interface. In order
to determine the interfacial tension between two phases, we measure the local
components of the pressure tensor across a flat interface in a periodic system
using the Kirkwood-Buff convention (see reference [25] for more details).

5.3.2 Boundary conditions

The space in the square lid-driven cavity is confined in the x- and y-direction
by solid walls. The impact of the presence of such walls has been addressed
in chapter 2. The crucial point is that we study flow in the continuum limit
where microscopic effects such as ordering and velocity slip near the wall should
no longer be visible. As shown in chapter 2, the parallel wall method meets
these conditions and therefore it is applied throughout our work to construct
the cavity’s walls. Bounce-forward reflections prevent particles from entering
the wall region and make the wall impenetrable. A detailed description of the
parallel wall method and bounce-forward reflection is given in chapter 2. In
chapter 4 we studied a single fluid in a lid-driven cavity and showed that the
flow obtained with the parallel wall method in combination with a bounce-
forward reflection agrees with results from theory and literature.

In this chapter, we study the flow of two fluids in a lid-driven cavity. The
question now arises, how we should construct solid walls for this multiphase
system. In the parallel wall method the solid walls are created from parallel
twin systems. The distribution of the fluids in the parallel twin systems is
identical to that of the system considered. If nothing is done the particles of the
twin systems retain their identity or colour when they act as wall. In reality,
however, a wall consists of solid material with its own repulsive behaviour.
When such a specific wall material is defined in our DPD system the wall can,
for instance, (be made to) repel the fluids or favour one fluid over another. An
effective repulsion from the wall will give rise to (interfacial) tension between
the wall and fluid. When the wall has a larger affinity towards one of the fluids,
it leads to a different wetting behaviour of the fluids at the wall.

Although, these are interesting phenomena, here we focus on the effect of in-
terfacial tension between the two fluids. The effect of the wall-fluid interaction
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on the motion of the two fluids in the cavity is outside the scope of the present
work. Therefore, we choose to leave the wall material undefined and apply the
parallel wall method without changing the identity or colour of the particles
in the parallel twin systems acting as wall. In this way, the interface continues
over the wall boundary without wall effects.

5.3.3 Effect of the interface on the system properties

In the single-phase DPD systems in chapter 4 the particle distribution is ho-
mogenous and properties are constant. This is not necessarily the case in the
two-phase systems we study here. In the interfacial region properties change
from one fluid to the other and the repulsion between the fluids leads to density
distortions, as shown in figure 5.2. Since the immiscible fluids in our simula-
tions are similar, their composition at the interface has no influence on the
interfacial properties. The particle density at the interface, however, does in-
fluence the interfacial properties. Whether the inhomogeneous properties in
the interfacial region affect the overall flow and deformation of the interface in
the lid-driven cavity, depends on the Cahn number Ch = ξ/L that relates the
width of the interfacial region ξ to the system size L. The width of a real inter-
face is in the order of a few nanometers and is negligible on macroscopic length
scales (Ch < 10

−5). As shown in figure 5.2, the width of a typical interface in
DPD is in the order of the interaction radius rc and may become important.

The repulsion between the immiscible fluids not only affects the interfacial
region, but the bulk regions as well. The fact is that the particles that are
repelled from the interface move to the bulk where they will increase the density
and change the properties of the bulk fluids. These changes in the bulk may,
in return, affect the interfacial properties and interfacial tension. However, in
the lid-driven cavity experiments performed here, the bulk regions are so large
that the extra particles from the interfacial region have hardly any impact on
the particle density in the bulk. The properties of the bulk fluids and interface
stay, therefore, as good as constant during the flow experiments.
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5.4 Monitoring the mixing process

In order to be able to study the shear induced mixing of two fluids in a lid-
driven cavity we need to find a way to monitor the process. In this work, the
mixing process is monitored by: (1) observing the shape of the interface, and
(2) following the growth of the interfacial area between the two fluids in time.
Provided that three-dimensional phenomena like breakup and/or coalescence
are not present, the flow in a square cavity is two-dimensional, which allows us
to project the mixing process on the xy-plane. The interfacial area is simply
proportional to the length of the interface in this 2D projection on the xy-plane.

As shown in figure 5.1 we start with two fluids being perfectly separated by
a flat interface at half the cavity height. However, during the mixing process
the interface will deform. Now, to resolve the new shape of the interface (and
follow the deformation of the interface in time), we have to relocate its position.
Two different approaches are applied to locate the position of the interface in
the cavity: a direct approach based on the actual position of the fluids in
the cavity, and an indirect approach that makes use of inert marker particles.
Both approaches act on the two-dimensional projection of the system on the
xy-plane. A detailed description of the two approaches is given below, followed
by a section where they are tested and compared. It is found that the direct
approach is better suited for active interfaces, while the indirect approach is
preferred for passive interfaces.

5.4.1 Direct approach

In the (particle-based) DPD method each particle is assigned to a certain fluid
type and labelled with a ’colour’. The particle colour makes it possible to
identify the different fluids in the cavity and locate the interface. After the
system is projected on the xy-plane, the interface is simply drawn as the line
separating the regions rich in fluid 1 particles from that rich in fluid 2 particles.
The two regions are determined from the concentration of the two fluids in
50 × 50 bins. Since the actual position of the interface follows naturally, and
directly, from the spatial distribution of the DPD particles, this method is
referred to as the direct approach.
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5.4.2 Indirect approach

In the indirect approach we follow the passive convection of a line of inert
marker particles, initially placed at half the cavity height. These marker par-
ticles pinpoint the position of the interface, and move with the velocity and
acceleration of the local fluid around them, without affecting it. The local fluid
velocity is taken as the mean velocity of the DPD particles that are within a
radius Rm from the marker particle (on the xy-plane). When the number of
DPD particles within Rm is high, the thermal noise on the motion of the in-
dividual DPD particles will average out to a large extent and give the marker
particles a (more) steady displacement. Therefore, a large Rm is beneficial. On
the other hand, Rm should not be so large that local detail gets lost. Tests
with varying sizes of Rm show that Rm = 0.01 L is an optimal choice, L being
the cavity size. Nevertheless, the information of individual particles is lost,
which might lead to missing crucial details of the phase behaviour near an ac-
tive interface. Apart form the optimal number of DPD particles within Rm, a
sufficient number of marker particles is required to get an accurate readout of
the profile of the continually growing interface. On the other hand, calculating
the evolution of the marker particles requires extra CPU time which may form
a serious drawback of this approach. As a compromise between computation
time and resolution we start with 150× Lif

end/L
if
0 marker particles on the inter-

face, where Lif
0 is the length of the interface at the start and Lif

end at the end of
the simulation.

The indirect approach is useful to follow the deformation of a passive interface
in fully developed cavity flow as well. For fully developed cavity flow, the local
fluid velocity around the marker particles may be derived from the stationary
flow field, for instance, those simulated in section 4.4. If these simulated sta-
tionary flow fields are employed, the local fluid velocity is calculated by means
of a bilinear interpolation of the velocities from four of the 41×41 bins that are
nearest to the marker particle. Since the flow in the cavity is both stationary
and known, we only have to calculate the evolution of the marker particles in
time. This requires little computational effort so that we can easily use a to-
tal of 2500 marker particles, which is amply sufficient to capture the interface
deformation up to Lif

end/L
if
0 = 15.
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5.4.3 Testing the direct and indirect approach

In order to test the performance of the direct and indirect approach for determi-
nation of the interface position, we monitor the interface deformation in cavity
flow driven by the non-uniform lid velocity given in equation 4.1. Initially,
the interface is flat and located at half the cavity height in-between fluid 1
and 2, as illustrated in figure 5.1. The deformation of a passive and an active
interface is considered at low Reynolds number. With a passive interface the
flow in the cavity becomes stationary. At low Reynolds number this stationary
flow field can be calculated approximately with the semi-analytical solution of
Chella and Viñals [13] given in section 4.3.2. Since the acceleration time tacc

required to reach the stationary state is negligible at low Reynolds numbers,
we can compare the results from startup flow with those from fully developed
flow.

The motion of a passive interface in startup flow is simulated with DPD at Re =

2.5, using the parameter set given in table 4.1 and four parallel twin systems
of 90 000 DPD particles each. The position of the interface is followed in
time with the direct and indirect approach. Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) respectively
show snapshots of the interface at t∗= 5 obtained with the direct and indirect
approach for startup cavity flow. Doubling the number of DPD or marker
particles has little effect on the overall shape of the interfaces shown. The
deformation of the passive interface in fully developed flow is derived from the
stationary flow field with the indirect approach. For this purpose, we use the
stationary flow field at Re = 2.5, simulated in section 4.4 with DPD for cavity
flow of a single-phase. The stationary flow field at Re ≈ 0 can also be calculated
with the semi-analytical solution of Chella and Viñals given in equation 4.2.
Figure 5.3 (c) and (d) show the interface at t∗= 5 for the simulated and semi-
analytical flow field, respectively. The shape of the interface in figure 5.3 (c)
remains unchanged, if the simulated stationary flow field is determined in 82×
82 instead of 41× 41 bins. Performing the calculations for fully developed flow
with twice as many marker particles or time steps induces little change either.

When the whole mixing process in the lid-driven cavity is observed from begin
to end, we see that the initially flat interface starts moving with the flow and
deforms. Without interfacial tension the mixing process reaches a semi-steady
state, where a strip of fluid 1 spirals around the centre of the primary eddy
in fluid 2. When the four snapshots in figure 5.3 are compared, the interface
determined with the direct approach (figure 5.3 (a)) clearly stands out. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.3: Snapshots of the interface profile at t∗ = 5 for the deformation of a
passive interface (Ca = ∞) in a square cavity, driven by a non-uniform lid velocity.
The profiles shown in (a) and (b) are obtained for startup flow with the direct and
indirect approach, respectively. In (c) and (d) both profiles are derived from the
stationary flow field with the indirect approach. In (c) the applied stationary flow field
has been simulated with DPD and in (d) it is given by the semi-analytical solution in
equation 4.2.
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shape of the interface is very rugged and the mixing front lies far behind. Due
to the unhindered mutual diffusion of the fluids across the passive interface, the
width of the interface grows and the concentration differences become smaller.
This makes it, first of all, difficult to depict the exact location of the interface
directly from the distribution of the DPD particles in the cavity. Secondly, the
diffusion of fluid 1 in fluid 2 is unequal to the diffusion of fluid 2 in fluid 1 in
some sections, which alters the position of the interface. The mutual diffusion
is only proportional if the interface is straight and the fluid concentrations are
of comparable intensity at both sides of the interface. As a result, narrow
fluid sections in the cavity dissolve and the interface withdraws in regions of
high curvature. Since our objective is to study forced mixing on a macroscopic
level rather than spontaneous mixing on a microscopic level, the effects from
diffusion are undesirable.

It depends on the diffusion coefficient, the size of the system and the duration
of the flow experiment, whether the effects of the unhindered mutual diffusion
across the interface are noticeable. Obviously, diffusive motion becomes signif-
icant on the length and time scales considered here. This is illustrated more
clearly by observing the penetration depth of fluid 1 in 2 (and vice versa) in
time without flow in the cavity. We can approximate the penetration depth
perpendicular to the interface from the calculated diffusion coefficient as

√
2tD.

Substituting the time t by the dimensionless time t∗= t ·V/L, this penetration
depth reads as L·√2t∗/Pe. At t∗= 5 the mutual penetration of the fluids is not
less than 0.11 L for the current system, whereas a detail of 0.01 L is required to
capture the full shape of the mixing front. In the direct approach the interface
follows from the positions of the DPD particles. Consequently this approach
is heavily disturbed by the diffusive motion across the interface and hence less
suited for passive interfaces.

The interface profile in figure 5.3 (b) as determined for startup flow with the in-
direct approach, shows a perfect agreement with the profile in figure 5.3 (c), be-
ing determined by the same approach for fully developed flow. Apparently, the
acceleration time tacc is negligible at Re = 2.5 and allows to compare the inter-
face deformation in startup flow to that in fully developed flow. The interface
profiles in figure 5.3 (b) and (c), both obtained from DPD simulations, agree
well with the profile in figure 5.3 (d) that is derived from the semi-analytical
flow field. The mixing front of fluid 1 is just a little ahead for the latter case,
which is the result of the slight difference between the semi-analytical and
simulated stationary flow field noticed in section 4.4.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Snapshots of the interface profile at t∗ = 5 for the deformation of an
active interface (Ca = 1) in a square cavity, driven by a non-uniform lid velocity.
The profiles shown in (a) and (b) are obtained with the direct and indirect approach,
respectively.

The deformation of an active interface is simulated with DPD in the same
system as that of the passive interface. Interfacial tension is introduced by an
excess repulsion Δa = 1.0, corresponding to a capillary number Ca = 1. The
deformation of the active interface is monitored in startup flow at Re = 2.5

with both the direct and the indirect approach. Snapshots of the interface at
t∗= 5 obtained with the direct and indirect approach are shown in figure 5.4 (a)
and (b), respectively. Again, we see that a strip of fluid 1 spirals in fluid 2. As
compared to a passive interface, however, this happens at a much slower pace.
The fluid 1 mixing front also is much blunter in case of an active interface. Note
that Chella and Viñals made similar observations in their work [13]. Now, since
the excess repulsion suppresses the mutual diffusion of the fluids, the accuracy
of the direct approach is comparable to that of the indirect approach.

The interface profiles obtained with the direct approach and indirect approach
in figure 5.4 almost coincide. A remarkable difference between the two profiles
is only observed close to the wall. In figure 5.4 (a) the contact point of the
interface with the wall, initially at half the cavity height, has shifted downward
and the interface becomes nearly oriented perpendicular to the wall, while in
figure 5.4 (b) the contact point of the interface with the wall remained fixed at
half the cavity height and the interface becomes nearly flush to the wall. The
motion of the active interface along and contact angle with the solid cavity
wall, in reality, depend on the friction with the wall and the interfacial tension
between the phases. Friction forces tend to keep the position of the interface at
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the solid wall fixed. Interfacial tension, on the other hand, favours a minimal
contact area between the two immiscible fluids and, hence, leads to a 90◦

contact angle of the interface with the wall. The marker particles used in the
indirect approach overlook the (small scale) interfacial behaviour of individual
DPD particles at the wall. As a consequence, the marker particles stick to
the wall under the wall’s no-slip action that holds on a larger scale. This is
not the case in the direct approach, where the interface follows directly from
the distribution of the DPD particles in the cavity. The direct approach is,
therefore, more appropriate and employed henceforth to follow the deformation
of active interfaces. The indirect approach is merely used as an explicit check
to indicate effects of diffusion in the direct approach.

Figure 5.4 (a) obtained using the direct approach clearly shows that the contact
point as well as the contact angle of the interface with the wall has changed
in time. Based on the (macroscopic) no-slip boundary condition the velocity
at the wall is zero and the contact point of the interface with the wall should
not move. This violation of the no-slip boundary condition is a well known
physical effect for immiscible two-phase flows, called the ’moving contact line
problem’ (see for instance references [60, 68]). In our DPD simulations the
motion and shape of the interface at the cavity walls follow in a natural way
from the repulsive particle-particle interactions and the solid walls constructed
with the parallel wall method.

5.5 Validation of the two-phase DPD calculations

In chapter 4 we studied cavity flow of a single fluid and showed it is simulated
correctly with DPD. This chapter is concerned with the flow of two fluids in
a lid-driven cavity and focusses on the mixing behaviour. Now that we have
established different approaches in the previous section to locate the position
of the interface during the mixing process, we like to find out whether our DPD
results correspond to reality. To this end, we consider cavity flow at Re = 2.5,
driven by a uniform, steady motion of the top wall, and compare the simulated
deformation of a passive interface to those observed from experiments and
continuum-based simulations. Before showing and discussing the results, we
describe the experiment along with the computational details of the continuum-
based simulations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up. Left the 3D cavity where
the bottom half is filled with fluid 1 and the top half with fluid 2. Right the optical
set-up and camera view on the highlightened cross section through the cavity.

5.5.1 Experiments

The experiments have been performed in a rectangular cavity of plexiglass with
a height and width of 0.08 m and a depth of 0.16 m. A solution of glycerine
with 2w% water is used for both fluids, which guarantees that fluid 1 and 2
have identical properties and interfacial tension is absent. The glycerine/water
solution is Newtonian with a dynamic viscosity μ = 0.60 Pa s and a density
ρ = 1254 kg m−3. To distinguish the fluids, the fluorescent tracer cresyl violet
perchlorate is added to fluid 1. This tracer gives a red colour to fluid 1, but
does not alter its properties.

Fluid 1 and 2 are placed on top of each other in the cavity as shown in fig-
ure 5.5(a), creating a flat horizontal interface in the middle of the cavity. A
circular band sligthly wider than 0.16 m and driven by a motor acts as lid.
After the cavity is filled the band is lowered onto the cavity, sealing it off.
The band can be given a constant velocity in the x-direction, setting the fluids
below it in motion and starting the fluids to mix. The experiments and simu-
lations in this section are performed at a Reynolds number of 2.5, which fixes
the speed of the lid to a value of 1.50 · 10−2 m s−1 in the experiments.
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In chapter 4 we found that the flow at Re = 2.5 in a square cavity is almost
identical to that in a cubic cavity at the mid-plane z = 0.5 L. In the rectangular
cavity used in the experiments, the end-walls are twice as far apart as in the
case of the cubic cavity and, therefore, we may assume that the effect of the
end-walls on the flow at the mid-plane (z = 0.08 m) is now truly negligible.
The flow at the mid-plane in the rectangular cavity is, then, (approximately)
2D and comparable to that in a square cavity without end-walls.

Starting with a flat interface the deformation of the interface is monitored in
time by a laser induced fluorescence technique. In this technique a laser sheet,
created using the optical set-up shown in figure 5.5(b), can be positioned in
the cavity. The fluorescent tracer cresyl violet perchlorate absorbs light with a
wavelength of 632 nm that is produced by a 15 · 10−3 Watt He-Ne laser. When
the laser sheet is directed through the cavity at z = 0.08 m, it gives a clear 2D
picture of the fluid distribution at the mid-plane in the rectangular cavity. A
CCD camera placed perpendicular to the laser sheet is used to record these 2D
pictures and follow the mixing process in time. The red filter is dismounted
from the CCD camera to produce black and white images that are directly
stored in a personal computer.

5.5.2 CFD calculations

The continuum-based simulations have been performed with the commercial
CFD package Fluent 5.5. A Volume of Fluid (VOF) method is used to calculate
the location of the interface between fluid 1 and 2 in the cavity. Unsteady 2D
simulation are performed in a square domain of 102 by 152 grid cells with a
refinement towards the top as is described in section 4.3.3. The time step is
set to 10−3 and the convergence criteria to 2 ·10−4 for all variables. To test the
accuracy of the calculations, simulations with twice as many grid cells, a time
step of 0.5 ·10−3 and convergence criteria of 1 ·10−4 have been performed. The
observed effect of these variations on the interface deformation is negligible.

5.5.3 Results

Figure 5.6 shows snapshots of the interface deformation obtained from exper-
iments, CFD and DPD at t∗ = 3, 6 and 9. All results have been obtained in
a square lid-driven cavity for Re = 2.5. The top three rows of pictures result
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Figure 5.6: Snapshots of the interface deformation at t∗ = 3, 6 and 9 in a square
lid-driven cavity for Re = 2.5. The first row of pictures are experimental results. The
second row contains computational results from Fluent 5.5. The third and fourth row
of pictures are obtained with DPD using the indirect approach for startup and for
fully developed flow, respectively.
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from startup cavity flow. The last row of pictures shows the deformation of
a passive interface in fully developed flow as derived from the stationary flow
field simulated with DPD in section 4.4.

In the experimental results shown in the first row of figure 5.6 we observe
bright spots in fluid 2. These spots are small air bubbles that are introduced
during filling of the cavity or incidently enter at the rubber band on top of
the cavity. The experiment is repeated eight times, showing that the small
air bubbles are dragged along with the fluid and leave the flow in the cavity
unaffected. However, large air bubbles rise due to gravitational forces and do
distort the whole flow experiment. Five out of eight experiments turned out
to be unaffected by large air bubbles yielding identical results. Hence, without
large air bubbles the reproduceability of the experiment is high.

Comparing the interface profiles in figure 5.6 obtained with DPD, CFD and
experiments, we see that the agreement is very good. Although the fluid 1
mixing front is a little ahead in the DPD results, the overall shape and speed
of mixing between the different techniques is highly similar. The results for
startup flow in the third row and for fully developed in the fourth row of
pictures are almost identical, which indicates that the acceleration time tacc

at Re = 2.5 is negligible. As more marker particles are used and the velocities
of the marker particles are less fluctuating, the interface profiles in figure 5.6
obtained for fully developed flow are smoother than those for startup flow.
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5.6 Two-phase flow in a lid-driven cavity

Now, having demonstrated that the DPD simulations of two fluids in a lid-
driven cavity give correct results, the simulation method can be aplied to
study the mixing of two fluids in a lid-driven cavity. First, the deformation of
a passive interface is considered at different Reynolds numbers. Next, the de-
formation of an active interface is analysed for different values of the capillary
number.

5.6.1 Passive interface

Without interfacial tension between fluid 1 and 2, the fluid inside the cavity
will accelerate and reach a steady state, as in chapter 4 for a single fluid. The
interface between the fluids deforms without affecting the flow in the cavity
and is classified as a passive interface. Since a stationary flow is developed it
is possible to study the mixing process in startup as well as fully developed
cavity flow numerically.

The deformation of a passive interface in startup and fully developed flow is
simulated with DPD at Re = 10, 100, 200 and 1000. The parameter sets used
are listed in table 4.1. In figure 5.7 the length of the interface is shown in
time, where the actual length of the interface Lif is scaled with Lif

0 , i.e. the
length of the interface at t∗ = 0. The results for startup and fully developed
flow are shown in figure 5.7 (a) and figure 5.7 (b), respectively. We notice that
the growth of the passive interface in fully developed flow is approximately
linear from the start for all Reynolds numbers. Starting with fluids at rest, the
growth is slow at first, because the flow in the cavity needs time to develop.
In the end, when the flow becomes steady, we observe a similar growth rate
of the interface as in fully developed flow. Since the viscosity and momentum
transfer is relatively low at high Reynolds number, it takes longer before the
fluids in the cavity are accelerated. The slow start is, therefore, worse at higher
Reynolds number.

At Re = 10 the length stretch of the interface in startup flow is similar to that in
fully developed flow. The acceleration time is, thus, still negligible at Re = 10.
If the length of the interface is taken as a measure for the extent of mixing,
we may conclude that, during the early stages, mixing strongly depends on
the Reynolds number in startup flow and is faster at low Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 5.7: Length stretch of a passive interface in a square lid-driven cavity for
startup (a) and fully developed flow (b).

In fully developed flow the effect of the Reynolds number is less pronounced,
mixing is just slightly faster for Re = 200 and 1000 than for Re = 10 and 100.
As shown in section 4.4, the location of the primary eddy rapidly moves towards
the geometric centre of the cavity for Re > 100, which might be responsible for
this effect.

5.6.2 Active interface

The interface between fluids with interfacial tension is classified as an active
interface. If in our flow experiments interfacial tension exists, fluid 1 and 2 like
to stay apart and a minimal interfacial area is favoured. Clearly, the action of
interfacial tension opposes the forced mixing of the fluids. As a consequence,
an active interface between fluid 1 and 2 can affect the flow while conveyed
through the cavity.

In order to investigate the effect of interfacial tension on mixing, we model
the flow of two fluids in a lid-driven cavity for different values of the capil-
lary number. DPD simulations are performed in a square cavity at Re = 100,
starting with both fluids at rest and using the parameter set given in table 4.1.
The capillary numbers studied are listed in table 5.1 together with the corre-
sponding interfacial tension. The interfacial tension is measured in a separate
simulation from the pressure tensor as described in section 5.3. Also shown in
table 5.1 are the values of the excess repulsion Δa yielding the desired inter-
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Ca ∞ 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125

σif
12 0.0 9.07 18.1 36.3 72.5 145

Δa 0.0 2.12 3.71 7.67 18.5 61.0

Table 5.1: Parameter setting for the Re = 100 system with different repulsive be-
haviour.

facial tension. If the excess repulsion is zero, no interfacial tension is present
and the capillary number goes to infinity.

Figure 5.8 shows snapshots of the interface deformation at t∗= 6 and 12 for the
capillary numbers listed in table 5.1. The indirect approach is applied to locate
the position and to determine the profile of the passive interface (Ca = ∞)
during the mixing process. Position and profile of the active interfaces (Ca 
=∞) are determined by the direct approach. Not only the capillary number
changes as the excess repulsion changes, the width of the interfacial region
and, thus, the Cahn number changes as well. The variation in the interfacial
width and Cahn number is, however, small for the immiscible systems listed in
table 5.1. The interfacial width stays close to rc which gives a Cahn number
around 1/15 in the cavity of size L = 15. To check the impact of the Cahn
number explicitly, we repeated the calculations with a cavity of size L = 20

(Ch ≈ 1/20), L = 25 (Ch ≈ 1/25) and L = 30 (Ch ≈ 1/30), while the Reynolds
and capillary numbers are kept constant. We found only a small effect of the
Cahn number on the motion and deformation of the interface at Ca = 1 and
Ca = 2. Then, mixing is a little faster when the Cahn number decreases.
Although the effect of the Cahn number is noticeable in our simulations, the
variation of the Cahn number between the systems listed in table 5.1 is small
and proved unimportant compared to that of the capillary number.

The most prominent effect observed in the snapshots in figure 5.8 is the slower
deformation of the interface and, consequently, the slower mixing for small
values of the capillary number. Since interfacial tension opposes mixing, this
was to be expected. The decelerating effect of interfacial tension on mixing is
better visualized in figure 5.9, where the length of the interface is plotted in
time. Other clear effects are that the mixing front gets blunter and the contact
angle of the interface with the wall goes to 90◦, when the capillary number de-
creases. Again, these are the consequences of the increasing interfacial tension,
favouring a spherical configuration with a minimal contact area between the
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t∗ = 6 t∗ = 12
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Ca = 2.0

Ca = 1.0

Figure 5.8: Snapshots of the interface deformation in a square lid-driven cavity at
Re = 100 for capillary numbers Ca = ∞, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125. The snapshots
shown in the left and right column are taken at t∗= 6 and t∗= 12, respectively.
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t∗ = 6 t∗ = 12
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Ca = 0.25

Ca = 0.125

Figure 5.8: (continued)
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Figure 5.9: Length stretch of the interface in a square lid-driven cavity at Re = 100

for various values of the capillary number Ca.

fluids. Note that these effects were also observed in section 5.4 for cavity flow
driven by a non-uniform lid velocity.

The length stretch of the interface for Ca = 2.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25 in figure 5.9
shows four stages. These stages correspond to different positions of the mixing
front and are easily identified in figure 5.8. In the first stage the mixing front
evolves at the upstream half of the cavity and moves towards the cavity’s lid.
At this stage the length stretch of the interface is slow, increases progressively
and is faster for high values of Ca. In the second stage the mixing front moves
along the lid towards the downstream corner; the length stretch is fast, steady
and almost independent of Ca. In the third stage the mixing front moves down
the downstream side wall; the length stretch is moderate, constant and a little
slower for low Ca values. In the fourth stage the mixing front moves away
from the wall into the cavity; the length stretch corresponds to that of the
third stage for high Ca values and decreases progressively for low Ca values.

The length stretch profile shows a dip at the end of the first and second stage,
when the mixing front moves through a corner. What happens here, is that
fluid 2 is squeezed out of the corner region by the approaching mixing front
of fluid 1. As fluid 2 recedes from the corner, the interface moves through
the corner and momentarily reduces in length. This is clearly illustrated in
figure 5.10, where we show the motion of the interface through the top left
corner of the cavity for Ca = 1.0.

The mixing front collides and merges with the fluid 1 region along the upstream
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Figure 5.10: Snapshots of the interface deformation at the top left corner of the
square lid-driven cavity for Re = 100 and Ca = 1.0.

side wall for Ca = 2.0 and Ca = 1.0 in the fourth stage around t∗ = 13.5 and
t∗ = 15.7, respectively. Figure 5.11 illustrates this coalescence process for
Ca = 1.0. For Ca = 0.5 and Ca = 0.25 the thin striation of fluid 1 near the lid
leads to break-up at t∗ = 16.0 and t∗ = 15.2, respectively. The calculation of
the length stretch is stopped as soon as these topological changes take place.

At Ca = 0.125 interfacial tension dominates over viscous forces and the fluids
refuse to mix. The initially flat interface is lifted a little at the left wall and
lowered at the right wall by the imposed flow. Due to the high interfacial
tension, however, the capillary forces increase fast and start to balance the
viscous forces. The interface profiles shown in figure 5.8 at t∗ = 6 and 12 for
Ca = 0.125 are similar and illustrate the status quo that is finally reached. The
interface stays on a fixed position and maintains its shape, as the horizontal line
in figure 5.9 clearly demonstrates once more. Hence, a steady state is reached.
In order to visualize the stationary flow in the cavity at this steady state we
show the streamline pattern in figure 5.12. As in chapter 4, the streamlines
are calculated from the time averaged velocities in 41 × 41 bins. The vortex
above the steady interface is directly driven by the moving lid and rotates in
clockwise direction. The vortex below the steady interface is generated by the
motion of the upper vortex and rotates counter-clockwise. It is evident from
figure 5.12 that the fluid at the interface is not stagnant, but moves over the
interface from the right to the left side wall. In this way, the interface acts as
a kind of second lid that moves inside the cavity and drives the lower vortex.
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Figure 5.11: Snapshots of the interface deformation, showing the coalescence of the
mixing front for Ca = 1.0 around t∗ = 15.7.
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Figure 5.12: Streamline pattern of the stationary flow in a square lid-driven cavity
at Re = 100 and Ca = 0.125. The upper vortex rotates clockwise and the lower vortex
counter-clockwise.

5.7 Discussion

In the mesoscopic DPD technique the width of an interface between two im-
miscible phases is in the order of the interaction radius rc. This resolution
makes it possible to study relevant microscopic phenomena at the interface.
On the other hand, it makes it difficult to reach a macroscopic level of descrip-
tion where the influence of the interfacial width is negligible. To reach a level
where the interfacial width no longer affects the overall flow in the lid-driven
cavity simulations performed in this chapter, requires large system sizes and
long calculation times in DPD. Reasonable calculation times can only be ob-
tained when the simulations are made more efficient. One option is to use a
hybrid scheme where the DPD technique is coupled to a fast continuum-based
technique [45] that describes the (less interesting) bulk region. Another op-
tion is to use less detail in the bulk regions and refine the DPD system at
the interfacial region [3]. Hybrid schemes and refinement techniques are, how-
ever, relatively new in DPD and not readily applicable (yet) to moving and
deforming interfaces.

In this chapter we studied the mixing process of two identical Newtonian fluids.
It is also interesting to observe the effect of different fluid properties or non-
Newtonian behaviour on mixing. The fluid density can be varied with the
mass of the DPD particles. With the multi-viscosity method introduced in
chapter 3 it is possible to handle fluids of different viscosity in a DPD system.
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Polymer and colloid solutions are examples of non-Newtonian fluids that can be
simulated with the DPD technique. The mesoscopic, particle-based description
of the interface makes the DPD technique especially suited to study (complex)
dynamic phenomena at the interface, such as breakup and coalescense. Another
possibility is to study the behaviour of surface active agents on the interface
and their effect on mixing.

5.8 Conclusion

In chapter 4 we demonstrated that the mesoscopic simulation technique DPD
is able to model real cavity flow. The true power of the DPD technique lies,
however, in modelling the (dynamic) behaviour of complex fluids under flow
conditions. One of the advantages of the particle-based DPD technique is, for
instance, the natural way in which phase behaviour arises from the repulsive
particle-particle interactions between unlike phases, and the relative ease with
which it may be incorporated in fluid dynamics problems. In this chapter we
applied these features to model the mixing of two continuous fluids placed on
top of each other in a square lid-driven cavity. Mixing plays an important
role in many processes. It can have a positive effect on the reaction rate and
improve the properties of a product. The mixing process in the lid-driven
cavity is monitored by observing the motion and deformation of the interface
between the fluids in time.

One of our objectives was to test the DPD technique in the area of multiphase
flow. There are complications that are related to the mesoscopic length and
time scales of the DPD technique. One is that the spontaneous or microscopic
mixing of the fluids due to thermal motion is much faster in our DPD simu-
lations than in reality. As a result, monitoring the mixing process of miscible
fluids directly from the distribution of the DPD particles in the cavity gives
unclear and unrealistic results. To overcome this complication we introduced
an indirect approach that employs inert marker particles to mark the position
of the interface and follow the mixing process. Using this indirect approach,
we found that the interface deformation simulated with DPD agrees well with
results derived from a semi-analytical solution of the flow field, experiments
and continuum-based CFD calculations. Another complication is caused by
the width of the interfacial region between immiscible fluids. The width of the
interfacial region in the DPD technique is in the order of the interaction radius
rc. To reach a macroscopic level where the width of the interface can be ne-
glected requires large system sizes with high computational costs. Instead, we
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accepted the impact of the interfacial width and made sure that this impact is
equal for the simulations that are compared. Apart from these complications
the DPD technique proofs readily applicable to simulate two-phase flow and
study the mixing process in the lid-driven cavity.

A second objective was to study the effect of interfacial tension on forced mix-
ing. We simulated the deformation of a passive interface without and an active
interface with interfacial tension using the DPD technique. In both situations
the initially flat interface between the layered fluids starts to deform as the
lid of the cavity sets the fluids in motion. However, as interfacial tension acts
to minimize the interfacial area and opposes the deformation of the interface,
mixing is much slower with interfacial tension. It is also observed that the
contact points of an active interface with the cavity walls show slip and move
in the direction of the flow under the action of interfacial tension, whereas the
contact points of a passive interface stay fixed.

Simulating the deformation of a passive interface in the lid-driven cavity for
Reynolds numbers ranging from 10 to 1000, we found that the Reynolds num-
ber has a large impact on the speed of mixing during the early stages of mixing.
Starting with fluids at rest the flow in the cavity needs time to develop. At low
values of the Reynolds number impulse transfer is relatively high and the de-
velopment of the flow is rather quick. Consequentially, mixing is faster for low
values of the Reynolds number during startup. When the flow in the cavity is
fully developed the speed of mixing is almost independent of the Reynolds num-
ber. Simulating the deformation of an active interface for different values of the
capillary number at a constant Reynolds number, we found (as expected) that
mixing becomes more difficult when interfacial tension increases. Although
interfacial tension decelerates the deformation and affects the shape of the in-
terface, the general mixing process in the lid-driven cavity is comparable to
that without interfacial tension. However, with interfacial tension between the
fluids, the mixing process leads, eventually, to coalescence or break-up. The
flow and mixing of the fluids in the cavity changes radically at low values of
the capillary number when interfacial tension dominates over viscous forces.
Then, the fluids refuse to mix and the interface reaches a constant shape. A
steady flow of two counter-rotating vortices develops, one above and one below
the stationary interface

A next step is to model the mixing of more realistic fluids with different prop-
erties or complex fluids like polymers. Another possibility of the particle-based
DPD technique is to study the effect of surfactants on the mixing process.
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6 Two-phase cavity flow with surfactants

6.1 Introduction

In many chemical processes immiscible phases are involved. In most of these
processes, a large interfacial area is desirable to promote the contact between
the phases and improve the mass transfer. However, immiscible phases repel
each other and avoid contact by minimising the interfacial area. To overcome
this problem one may try to mix the phases by force (shake, shear or stir) or
disperse one phase in the other artificially. Still, these techniques may prove
inefficient or lead to unsatisfactory results.

As we have observed in chapter 5, immiscible fluids with a lower interfacial
tension are easier to mix. Hence, reducing the interfacial tension will have
a positive effect on mixing. Two ways exist to reduce the interfacial tension
between two fluids; (1) raising the temperature and (2) adding surface active
agents. Heating the system may be costly and could damage the reactants
or product(s). Surface active agents or, in short, surfactants are simple com-
pounds that are relatively cheap and harmless. The applications of surfactants
to lower the interfacial tension and promote mixing are widespread. Each ap-
plication requires a specific surfactant behaviour, so choosing or developing
the optimal surfactant for a given application is of utmost interest. A better
understanding of the surfactant behaviour may facilitate and improve these
optimisation procedures.

Surfactants act on length scales in the order of the interfacial width. It is
difficult to experimentally study any kind of behaviour on this small scale.
Computer simulations are, therefore, a valuable tool in this area. Apart from
interfacial properties, also detailed information on positioning, orientation and
motion of surfactants at the interface may be obtained from simulations. Sur-
factant behaviour has been studied computationally, for different surfactant
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properties and concentrations, in systems at rest with a non-moving inter-
face [59, 61]. During most mixing processes the system and interface is, how-
ever, in motion. How surfactants behave on a moving and deforming interface,
and how this affects mixing, is as yet unclear.

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a microscopic simulation technique with ample de-
tail to capture surfactant behaviour at the interface, but it is too time consum-
ing to model flow. Continuum based techniques are outstanding flow solvers,
but miss the (microscopic) detail to simulate the behaviour of surfactants at
the interfacial region. Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) may be interpreted
as a coarse-grained MD model, where only the relevant microscopic details are
preserved. This simplification makes it possible to model flow and makes DPD
(in theory) an appropriate technique to study surfactants under flow condi-
tions.

In chapter 5 we modelled the flow of two immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity.
Here, we use this set up to study the behaviour and effect of surfactants on a
moving and deforming interface during mixing. We will start with a general
description of the behaviour of a real surfactant. Next, we explain how to create
surfactants in the DPD technique and we introduce one model surfactant that
is used throughout this chapter. The behaviour of this model surfactant is
tested in a system at rest, first. Subsequently, we study the behaviour and
effect of the model surfactant on the interface during the mixing process of two
immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity.

6.2 Surfactant behaviour

Surfactants form a special class of molecules having both polar as well as apolar
properties. In general, the surfactant molecules consist of a short hydrophilic
(polar) head and a long hydrophobic (apolar) tail. It is a characteristic of
surfactants that they reside on the interface and alter the interfacial properties.
Interfacial tension is the most important of these properties. In a system
containing two immiscible fluids, for instance, the most favourable location of
the surfactant is the interface, being oriented with its head in the polar and
its tail in the apolar fluid. Positioned in this way, the surfactant acts as an
intermediate between the repelling fluids, reducing the interfacial tension. The
efficiency with which the surfactant reduces the interfacial tension, depends
on the quantity and quality of the surfactants. The quality of a surfactant
depends on molecular structure and chemical properties [64].
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The fact that surfactants move to the interface and stay there, may be ex-
plained by considering the energy state of the system. Like any system, im-
miscible phases tend to a state of minimum free energy. Since the interfacial
tension between the phases increases the energy in the system, a large contact
or interfacial area between the phases is unfavourable. In order to minimize
the energy in the system, the phases tend to avoid contact and phase-separate
into regions with minimal interfacial area. For the same reason, surfactants
will reside on the interface. On the interface surfactants reduce the interfacial
tension and lower the energy in the system. Hence, reduction of the free en-
ergy in the system is the driving force behind the motion of surfactants to the
interface. The strength of this driving force depends on the interfacial tension
between the immiscible phases and the power of the surfactant to reduce it.

Interfacial tension not only induces the surfactants to move towards the inter-
face, it also enforces them to spread evenly over the interface. At regions on
the interface with many surfactants, the interfacial tension is relatively low as
compared to regions with less surfactant. To minimize the energy in the system
most effectively, the surfactant moves to regions of high interfacial tension and
low surfactant loading. This motion from regions of relatively low to regions
of relatively high interfacial tension is called the Marangoni effect [20].

At low surfactant concentrations in the system all surfactant will move to
the interface. Increasingly more surfactant will populate the interface as the
amount of surfactant in the system increases. The interfacial properties change
along with the surfactant loading on the interface [61]. At high surfactant
loadings on the interface, the surfactant forms a monolayer that fully covers
the interface. The surfactant molecules in the monolayer point with their
heads in one direction and their tails in the other. Once the interface starts to
get saturated with surfactant, additional surfactants will become to reside in
the bulk phase. At a certain critical concentration the surfactant in the bulk
may start to cluster and form so-called micelles or bilayers. The formation
and behaviour of these self-assembled structures depends on the structure and
properties of the surfactants [42, 59].
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6.3 Surfactants in dissipative particle dynamics

The particle-based DPD technique enables creating surfactant molecules “in
detail” by connecting DPD particles (or beads) with springs and selecting a
specific repulsive interaction for the head and tail [61]. One may manipulate the
structure, affinity and flexibility of the surfactants to change their behaviour.
Depending on these properties and their concentration the DPD surfactants
will form monolayers, micelles and bilayers [42, 59, 61].

It depends on the problem at hand which level of detail is required. In this
chapter we want to investigate the general behaviour and effect of surfactants
on a moving interface during the mixing process of two immiscible fluids. Three
key characteristics of a surfactant at an interface are of main importance, in this
respect; (1) the surfactant resides at the interface, (2) the surfactant spreads
uniformly over the interface and (3) the surfactant reduces the interfacial ten-
sion across the interface. Whether the surfactant forms micelles or bilayers in
the bulk is of no interest here, hence the molecular detail being responsible for
it will be left out. Furthermore, since we focus on the general behaviour and
effect of surfactants, one model surfactant suffices. We choose to use the most
coarse-grained and simple model surfactant still capable to exhibit the three
relevant characteristics at the interface. This model surfactant is introduced
and qualified in the following subsections.

6.3.1 A single bead model surfactant

A smart choice of the repulsive interaction enables to derive the three key
characteristics of a surfactant at an interface by a single DPD bead. For
example, consider a system with two immiscible fluids (fluid 1 and fluid 2) as
studied in chapter 5. The like repulsion is equal for fluid 1 and fluid 2 particles
and is given by the repulsion factor a. The unlike repulsion between particles
of fluid 1 and 2 follows from the repulsion factor a12 and exceeds the like
repulsion by Δa. Surfactants are added to this two-phase system as a third
species, denoted by the subscript 3. Now, species 3 will reside preferably on
the interface and lower the interfacial tension, acting as a model surfactant, if
the repulsion of species 3 to fluid 1 (a13) and to fluid 2 (a23) is lower than that
between fluid 1 and 2 (a12). For the single bead model surfactant employed in
this study, we simply take a13 = a23 = a33 = a.
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By constructing the surfactant from a single DPD particle, we omit all details of
molecular structure and preserve a high level of coarse-graining in the system.
Another advantage is that this simple model surfactant has, apart from its
repulsive interactions, the same properties as the immiscible fluids. It behaves
as a fluid 1 particle in the bulk phase of fluid 1 and as a fluid 2 particle in the
bulk phase of fluid 2. Thus, it leaves the thermo- and hydrodynamic properties
of the bulk unaffected.

In order to check whether the single bead model surfactant shows the desired
surface activity at the interface, we test its behaviour in a periodic system with
two immiscible fluids at rest, first. The mass m and interaction radius rc of all
DPD particles are set to one and taken as unit of mass and length, respectively.

6.3.2 Positioning of the model surfactant

In order to test how the single bead model surfactant distributes itself over the
bulk and interfacial region, we consider a periodic system of size 30× 15× 15
containing two immiscible fluids. The fluids are demixed and separated by a
flat interface at x = 7.5 and x = 22.5. As immiscible fluids we use fluid 1 and 2
of section 5.6.2 with an interfacial tension σif

12 = 36.3. The properties of both
fluids are identical and are set by the parameters n = 15, σ = 3.0, kBT = 1

and κ−1 = 160. After the periodic system is filled with fluid 1 and 2 particles,
we randomly select 5% of the particles and change them into surfactant. This
system is left to equilibrate, until the number of surfactant particles in the bulk
and on the interface remains constant.

Figure 6.1 (a) shows a snapshot of the surfactant particles after equilibration.
The density profiles of the different components in the system in the direction
perpendicular to the interface, are shown in figure 6.1 (b). For clarity reasons,
we only show the left half of the periodic system. Figure 6.1 (c) shows the total
and surfactant density profile in the direction parallel to the interface in the
bulk and interfacial region. The bulk region is defined as the region that is at a
higher distance than 2 rc from the interface. At that distance the effects from
the interface are negligible and bulk properties are prevailing. The interfacial
region is defined as the region within 0.5 rc from the interface. Throughout this
chapter, the particle density of surfactants in the bulk is denoted by nbulk

s , and
the particle density of surfactants in the interfacial region by nif

s . All densities
are measured over time in 300 slabs in the x- and 150 slabs in the y-direction.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the model surfactant particles in a periodic system con-
taining two immiscible fluids. A snapshot of the surfactant particles after equilibration
is shown in (a). In (b) the average density profiles perpendicular to the interface in
the left half of the system. In (c) the average density profiles parallel to the interface
in the bulk and interfacial region.
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It is clear from figure 6.1 that the model surfactants preferably reside at the
interface. The surfactant density in the bulk is constant, but increases fast
near the interface. The maximum surfactant density is found exactly at the
interface between the immiscible fluids at x = 7.5 and x = 22.5. The average
surfactant density in the interfacial region is about 10 times higher than in
the bulk. As in chapter 5 without surfactants, we notice a small dip in the
overall density at the interface. The density distortion at the interface quickly
damps out and we observe no effect on the overall density in the bulk. It is
evident from figure 6.1 (c) that the surfactant density in the interfacial region
is constant. This means that the distribution of the model surfactant over the
interface is uniform.

The positioning displayed by the model surfactant is typical for surfactants
and follows naturally from their repulsive behaviour. Particles of fluid 1 and 2
repel each other and move away from the interface. The model surfactant of
species 3 is not repelled and occupy the vacant positions at the interface that
are left behind. Since the repulsion is highest exactly on the interface between
the immiscible fluids, (on average) most surfactants will reside there. The
exchange of fluid 1 and 2 particles at the interface with surfactant particles
from the bulk continues until; (1) no more surfactant is left in the bulk, or
(2) an equilibrium is established between the surfactant concentration in the
bulk and interfacial region. It is clear from figure 6.1 that the latter condition
applies to the present system. The equilibrium distribution of the surfactants
among the bulk and interface depends on the interfacial tension between the
immiscible fluids and the properties of the surfactant.

6.3.3 Effect of the model surfactant on interfacial tension

In order to investigate the effect of the model surfactants on interfacial tension,
we have varied the number of surfactant particles Ns in the periodic system
described in the previous section. Again, the system contains equal amounts
of fluid 1 and 2, being separated by two flat interfaces. This system is left
to equilibrate until the number of surfactant particles in the bulk and at the
interface remains constant. After equilibration the interfacial tension across
the interface is calculated from the normal and tangential components of the
pressure tensor [25].

In figure 6.2 (a) the interfacial tension (σif) is plotted as a function of the
surfactant density on the interfacial region (nif

s ). The actual interfacial tension
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Figure 6.2: The effect of surfactants on interfacial tension. In (a) the interfacial
tension as a function of nif

s , i.e. the surfactant density within 0.5 rc from the interface.
In (b) the interfacial tension as a function of the surfactant loading at the interface Λs

(with symbols) and the corresponding surfactant density in the bulk nbulk
s (without

symbols).
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across the interface is normalised with σif
12, the interfacial tension in the system

without surfactants. Results are shown for a system with σif
12 = 145, 72.5

and 36.3. The decrease of interfacial tension shows a similar trend for all three
systems and is described reasonably well by the curve y = (1− x)3(1+ 3x).
This curve equals FC

x/F
C
0 , the normalised analytical solution for the repulsive

force from a flat interface as a function of the distance x, assuming that the
density across the interface is constant for all species.

To explain this trend, we consider the surfactant particles at the interface as
an intermediate layer, separating the two immiscible fluids by a distance x.
At low surfactant densities at the interface too little surfactant particles are
present at the interface to create an effective intermediate layer between the
fluids (x ≈ 0). The width of the intermediate layer grows as the surfactant
density on the interface increases. As a result, the fluids get separated and
have less interaction (0 < x < rc). Interfacial tension originates from the
repulsive interaction between the immiscible fluids and thus reduces as well.
At high surfactant densities the interfacial tension even goes to zero, if the
width of the intermediate layer approaches the interaction radius rc and the
interaction between the immiscible fluids vanishes (x ≈ rc). The relation of
interfacial tension to the repulsive forces on the one hand and the relation of
surfactant density at the interface to the separation distance x between the
immiscible fluids on the other, explains the agreement with the curve FC

x/F
C
0 .

In figure 6.2 (b) the interfacial tension is plotted as a function of the surfactant
density in the bulk (nbulk

s ) and surfactant loading on the interface (Λs). After
equilibration the distribution of surfactant particles in the bulk is uniform and
the surfactant density nbulk

s is constant. The density of surfactant particles in
the bulk is measured over time in the region that is more than 2 rc from the
interface. The surfactant loading is defined as Λs = (Ns − nbulk

s · V)/Aif , i.e.
the excess surfactant loading on the interface. This definition of the surfactant
loading is of practical use, since using it avoids having to determine the width of
the interface. The interface is relatively small and no unambiguous way exists
to define where it begins and ends. Instead, the surfactant loading is derived
from the surfactant density in the bulk. Measuring the constant surfactant
density in the large bulk region is straightforward and more accurate. Now,
once the surfactant density in the bulk is known, the surfactant loading follows
from the total number of surfactants Ns in the system, the volume V of the
system and the size of the interfacial area Aif , three input variables. Note
that the surfactant loading Λs is equal to nif

s · rc if all surfactants are within a
distance 0.5 rc from the interface.
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The graphs in figure 6.2 (b) are useful in order to determine the amount of
surfactant particles in an immiscible binairy system of volume V and interfacial
area Aif to achieve a certain interfacial tension. The amount required simply
follows as Ns = nbulk

s · V +Λs ·Aif , where nbulk
s and Λs may be obtained from

the graphs in figure 6.2 (b). We may identify two different regimes in the
graphs in figure 6.2 (b). In the first regime most surfactant resides on the
interface, while the amount of surfactant in the bulk remains negligible. In the
second regime the surfactant starts to populate the bulk and the surfactant
density in the bulk increases quickly. A high surfactant density in the bulk is
very unrealistic and may start to affect the phase behaviour between the bulk
phases. Surfactant systems in the second regime are, therefore, not taken into
account and are only incorporated to complete the picture in figure 6.2. In this
work we will focus on systems in the first regime for which nbulk

s /n < 0.02. It
is assumed that the effect of this relatively low surfactant density in the bulk
is negligible.

6.3.4 Model versus real surfactant

In this chapter we study the general behaviour and effect of surfactants on
a moving interface with the particle-based DPD technique. We make use of
one model surfactant that is coarse-grained to a single DPD bead. This single
bead model surfactant is supposed to exhibit the essential surface activity in a
system of immiscible fluids without changing the level of description or the bulk
properties. The single bead model surfactant has been tested in the previous
sections and shows the characteristic behaviour of a real surfactants in so far
that it happens to reside on the interface, to spread along the interface and to
lower the interfacial tension across the interface. The simple model surfactant,
however, does not form monolayer, micelle or bilayer structures. Micelle and
bilayer formation takes place in the bulk at high surfactant concentration and
does not affect the interface. The formation of a monolayer, on the other hand,
takes place at the interface and may influence the interfacial properties.

Most real surfactants consist of a head and a tail and assemble as a mono-
layer at the interface. Being arranged in a monolayer, surfactants point with
their heads to one fluid and their tails to the other. A surfactant placed on
top of such a monolayer can, globally, possess two orientations with respect to
the surfactants in the monolayer: (1) pointing in the same direction, and (2)
pointing in opposite direction. Neither orientation is energetically favourable.
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Pointing in the same direction the surfactant will feel a strong repulsion from
the surfactants in the monolayer. Pointing in opposite direction the surfactant
will feel a strong repulsion from the bulk fluid. Hence, positioning the surfac-
tants on top of each other is, either way, very unfavourable and it constitutes
the main reason why most real surfactants only form a single layer on the inter-
face. Once the monolayer on the interface is saturated, additional surfactant
prefers to move into the bulk phase.

The single bead model surfactant does not account for the head and tail con-
formation that is responsible for monolayer formation. In fact, it acts as a
pollutant with surface active properties. At low concentrations the model sur-
factants will cover the interface with a single layer, (minimizing the interfacial
tension in the system) just like real surfactants. However, without the head-
tail repulsion, additional surfactants are not repelled and can simply become
located on top of the first layer of surfactants at the interface. In order to
prevent this from happening, the surfactant concentration at the interface is
kept low. If the interface is covered with a single, saturated layer of surfactant,
the surfactant loading is approximately n2/3. From a theoretical point of view
the loading should stay below this critical value to warrant a single layer at
the interface and keep the behaviour of the model surfactant realistic. The
simulations in this chapter are performed at a particle density n = 15, hence
the surfactant loading should be kept within n2/3 = 6.1.

6.4 Two-phase cavity flow with surfactants

In this section we like to study the general behaviour and effect of surfactants
during mixing. For this purpose, we use the single bead model surfactant
presented in section 6.3. The single bead model surfactant is added to the
lid-driven cavity setup applied in chapter 5, containing two immiscible fluids.
First, the behaviour of the model surfactant is observed in a cavity where
the two immiscible fluids are at rest. Subsequently, the model surfactant is
observed in stationary and instationary cavity flow.

6.4.1 Surfactants in a square cavity without flow

Before performing simulations of the model surfactants in the lid-driven cav-
ity under flow conditions, we test how they arrange themselves in a system
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of the model surfactants in a square cavity filled with two
immiscible fluids. Left a snapshot of 50% of the 5040 surfactant particles present in
the cavity. Right the average density of surfactant particles perpendicular and parallel
to the interface.

confined by solid walls without flow. To this end, the two immiscible flu-
ids of section 6.3.2 are placed on top of each other in a square cavity of size
15× 15× 60. The walls of the cavity in the x- and y-direction are constructed
using the parallel wall method with bounce-forward reflections and leaving the
wall type undefined as described in section 5.3. Periodic boundary conditions
are applied in the z-direction of the square cavity.

We want to reduce the interfacial tension between the fluids by 25% (i.e. from
36.3 to 27.2) by adding model surfactant. From figure 6.2 (b) it follows that
this is accomplished when nbulk

s = 0.14 and Λs = 3.5. With volume V =

15× 15× 60 and interfacial area Aif = 15× 60 the total number of surfactant
particles required follows as Ns = nbulk

s · V +Λs ·Aif = 5040. After the cavity
is filled with fluid 1 and 2, as illustrated in figure 5.1, we randomly select 5040
fluid particles and change them into surfactant particles. Figure 6.3 shows
the distribution of the model surfactant among the bulk and interfacial region
in the cavity after equilibration. We notice little or no wall effects on the
surfactant distribution. Again, the surfactant density in the bulk is constant
and shows the typical peek at the interface at y/Ly = 0.5. The distribution of
the surfactants along the interface is, once more, uniform.
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Figure 6.4: Interface deformation in a lid-driven cavity at Re = 100 and σif
12 = 145

for different initial surfactant loadings on the interface. Left the length stretch of the
interface in time. Right the steady shape and position of the interface that is finally
reached.

6.4.2 Surfactants in stationary cavity flow

In order to study the behaviour and effect of surfactants on a moving interface,
we examine the forced mixing of two immiscible fluids in a square lid-driven
cavity. Single bead model surfactant is added to both immiscible fluids in the
cavity as described in the previous section. Then, after equilibration and the
fluids in the cavity being at rest, the flow experiment is started by setting
the lid in motion. As a first test we repeated the simulation at Re = 100 and
σif

12 = 145 of section 5.6.2, starting with a surfactant loading Λs = 1 and 3 at
the interface, respectively. The corresponding surfactant density in the bulk
follows from figure 6.2 (b), being zero for both cases. This means that all
surfactant particles will be located at the interface after equilibration.

Figure 6.4 (a) compares the length stretch of the interface without surfactants
(Λs = 0; nbulk

s = 0) to the length stretch with an initial surfactant loading of 1
and 3 at the interface. In all three cases the interface deforms until it arrives
at a constant length, at which the shape and position of the interface become
fixed. The shape and position of this steady interface is plotted in figure 6.4 (b).
With a surfactant loading of 1, the interface deformation is almost similar to
that without surfactants. The length of the interface clearly increases for a
surfactant loading of 3. The more surfactant on the interface, the stronger the
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Figure 6.5: Streamline pattern of the stationary flow in the lid-driven cavity af-
ter the interface reaches its steady shape and position. The results shown are ob-
tained for Λs = 0 (left), Λs = 1 (middle) and Λs = 3 (right) at Re = 100, σif

12 = 145

and nbulk
s = 0. Streamlines are shown for ψ = −0.10, −0.09, · · · , 0.0, 0.001, · · · ,

0.005.

interfacial tension reduces and the easier the interface deforms. The maximum
in the length stretch, where the interface overshoots its final, steady shape, is
a consequence of the inertia of the fluids.

Similar to the interface deformation at Re = 100 and σif
12 = 145 without

surfactants, the flow in the cavity becomes stationary as the shape and position
of the interface becomes constant. The streamline pattern of this stationary
flow is plotted in figure 6.5 for Λs = 1 and 3. For comparison, the streamlines
for Λs = 0 in figure 5.12 are shown once again. At the interface the value of
the streamfunction ψ is zero. Above the interface the streamfunction has a
negative value, below the interface a positive value. The streamfunction values
indicate that the upper vortex is much stronger than the lower vortex. The
number of streamlines below the interface diminishes going from Λs = 0 to
Λs = 3, which indicates that the velocities in this region become lower. The
strong flow above the interface stays relatively unaffected by the presence of
the surfactants.

In order to explain the effect of the surfactants on the flow in the cavity we
have to examine their positioning. Figure 6.6 shows a snapshot of the surfac-
tant particles in the cavity for Λs = 1 and Λs = 3. In this figure the interface
position is represented by a broken line. At the start of the flow experiment
the fluids are at rest and the surfactant particles are uniformly distributed
over the interface as shown in figure 6.3. The snapshots of the surfactants in
figure 6.6 show that this situation changes when the fluids in the cavity are set
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Figure 6.6: Snapshot of the surfactant distribution in the cavity after the interface
reaches its steady shape and position. The results shown are obtained for Λs = 1 (left)
and Λs = 3 (right) at Re = 100, σif

12 = 145 and nbulk
s = 0.

in motion. Together with the particles of fluid 1 and 2, the surfactant particles
are dragged along by the flow and move downstream over the interface towards
the left side wall. Unlike the regular particles of fluid 1 and 2, however, the
surfactant particles do not leave the interface and start to accumulate at the
downstream end of the interface. Finally, the steady, non-uniform surfactant
distributions shown in figure 6.6 are developed.

Interfacial tension is related to the surfactant density at the interface, as shown
in section 6.3. A non-uniform surfactant distribution along the interface will,
therefore, result in a non-uniform interfacial tension, as well. In order to show
the effect on interfacial tension, we should measure it from the pressure tensor
components [25]. Since this technique to measure the interfacial tension is only
fit for flat interfaces, we use a different approach, here. First, the surfactant
density at the interface nif

s is measured at different positions at the interface.
Then, the corresponding interfacial tension is obtained for each position from
figure 6.2 (a). Here, we may simply predict the interfacial tension from the
surfactant density on the interface using the curve y = (1− x)3(1+ 3x) (see
figure 6.2 (a)). The surfactant density as a function of the position on the
interface and averaged over time, is plotted in figure 6.7 (a). The corresponding
interfacial tension as a function of the position on the interface is plotted in
figure 6.7 (b).

It can be observed that the surfactant loading and interfacial tension gradually
changes along the interface. At the downstream end of the interface, where
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Figure 6.7: Measured surfactant density (a) and predicted interfacial tension (b) at
different positions on the steady interface for Λs = 1 and 3 at Re = 100, σif

12 = 145

and nbulk
s = 0.

the surfactants accumulate, interfacial tension is low. Going upstream, the sur-
factant loading at the interface decreases and the interfacial tension increases.
The maximum local surfactant loading is 2.5 for Λs = 1 and 4.2 for Λs = 3.
Both these values are well below the critical surfactant loading of 6.1, which
means that the interface is not yet completely saturated with surfactant and
is still covered by a single layer of surfactant particles.

Clearly, the flow in the cavity is sufficiently strong to drag the surfactants
downstream along the interface, but too weak to drag the surfactants away
from the interface. The surfactants remain on the interface, instead, and start
to accumulate at the downstream end of the interface, generating an interfa-
cial tension gradient along the interface. Since the free energy in the system
is higher for a non-uniform than for a uniform interfacial tension along the
interface, this gradient is energetically unfavourable. In order to restore the
state of minimum free energy, surfactants are driven upstream, in the opposite
direction of the forced convection. As discussed in section 6.2, the motion from
regions of relatively low to regions of relatively high interfacial tension is called
the Marangoni effect. The Marangoni effect increases as the surfactant accu-
mulation proceeds and will finally balance the surfactant motion downstream,
driven by the forced convection. For the steady, non-uniform surfactant distri-
butions in figure 6.6 the surfactant motion down- and upstream are in balance.
A non-uniform distribution of surfactants along the interface is counteracted
by diffusion as well. However, as compared to convective motion, diffusive mo-
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Figure 6.8: Velocity on the steady interface as a function of position for different
surfactant loadings at Re = 100, σif

12 = 145 and nbulk
s = 0.

tion plays only a negligible role, as is evident from the high Péclet number of
the fluids (see table 4.1).

Sticking to the interface, the surfactants form a physical barrier against motion
and (start to) hinder the flow in the plane of the interface. Since the interface
drives the fluid below it, a lower velocity on the interface results in a reduced
flow in the whole region below the interface, as is shown in figure 6.5. This
phenomena has been observed at the interface of a rising (or falling) droplet as
well. Surfactants are swept to the back of a moving droplet and tend to resist
interfacial motion, damping the internal circulation in the droplet [20]. To
investigate the impact of the surfactants on the flow over the steady interfaces
in figure 6.6, we have determined the velocity at different positions at the
interface. The velocity profiles at the interface for Λs = 0, 1 and 3 are shown
in figure 6.8, where l is the position and V if the velocity on the steady interface.
The mean error in the velocity measurements is about 1% of V lid and becomes
significant at the low velocities at the interface. Still, it is possible to observe a
general trend. In the region without surfactants the velocity profile for Λs = 1

is close to that of Λs = 0. Clearly, the velocity decreases with the amount
of surfactants at the interface, blocking the interfacial motion. Note that the
driving force for the downstream motion of the surfactants is directly coupled
to the velocity at the interface. This explains why the surfactant distribution
for Λs = 3 is more uniform than for Λs = 1.

We can summarize the main findings so far as follows. The single bead model
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surfactant resides on the interface between two immiscible fluids. Positioned on
the interface between two immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity, surfactants
have two important effects; (1) surfactants lower the interfacial tension, and
(2) surfactants suppress interfacial motion. A lower interfacial tension makes
it easier to deform the initially flat interface and promotes mixing, as we have
shown in chapter 5. The consequence of the suppressed motion along the
interface on the mixing process is as yet unclear. Probably, it enhances the
deformation of the interface, while the drag (shear stress) on the interface
increases as the tangential motion over the interface is hindered. Surfactants
on the surface of a droplet increase the drag as well and reduce the rise (or
fall) of the droplet in a fluid.

6.4.3 Surfactants in instationary cavity flow

In the two previous sections, we observed the behaviour and effect of surfactants
on a steady interface. To study surfactants on a moving and deforming inter-
face, we repeated the simulation at Re = 100 and σif

12 = 36.3 of section 5.6.2
with surfactants. Without surfactants the capillary number in the systems
equals 1/2. Adding surfactants to the system will lower the interfacial tension
and increase the capillary number. Here, we apply the same system as in sec-
tion 6.4.1 with a surfactant density nbulk

s = 0.14 in the bulk and a surfactant
loading Λs = 3.5 at the interface. This reduces the interfacial tension with
25% and changes the capillary number to Ca = 2/3 at the start of the mixing
experiment, when the two immiscible fluids are still at rest and separated by
a flat interface.

At t∗ = 0 the lid of the cavity is set in motion and the fluids start to mix.
Figure 6.9 shows snapshots of the interface deformation during the mixing
process at t∗ = 3, 6, 9 and 12. The interface profiles are compared to those
obtained for the same system without surfactants at Ca = 1/2, and to those
obtained for the system σif

12 = 27.2 without surfactants at Ca = 2/3. For all
three systems the length of the interface is measured in time and plotted in
figure 6.10. Both figures show that the interface deformation at Ca = 2/3

with surfactants is, at first, similar to the deformation at Ca = 2/3 without
surfactants. Up to t∗≈ 7.5 and Lif/Lif

0 ≈ 2.3 the deformation with surfactants
is even a little ahead. After t∗ ≈ 7.5 the deformation of the interface with
surfactants falls behind and starts to resemble, with a headstart of t∗ ≈ 0.4,
the deformation of the Ca = 1/2 system without surfactants.
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t∗ = 3 t∗ = 6

t∗ = 9 t∗ = 12

Figure 6.9: Snapshots of the interface deformation in a square lid-driven cavity at
Re = 100 with and without surfactants. The dotted line represents the interface of the
system σif

12 = 36.3 without surfactants at Ca = 1/2. The broken line represents the in-
terface of the system σif

12 = 36.3 with surfactants at Ca = 2/3 (Λs = 3.5, nbulk
s = 0.14).

The continuous line represents the system σif
12 = 27.2 without surfactants at Ca = 2/3.
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Figure 6.10: Length stretch of an active interface with and without surfactants for
startup flow in a square lid-driven cavity at Re = 100.

To explain the interface deformation of the Ca = 2/3 system with surfactants
we examine the local surfactant density and interfacial tension at the interface
shown in figure 6.11. Again, the local surfactant density is measured and the
interfacial tension predicted from the curve y = (1− x)3(1+ 3x). Just like
for the stationary cavity flow in section 6.4.2, the surfactants are swept to
the downstream end of the interface by the forced flow. This accumulation
of surfactants downstream results, locally, in a reduction of the interfacial
tension with more than 25%. It makes it easier to deform the interface at
the downstream end and, since the length stretch of the interface is more
pronounced in this region, it leads to better mixing in the first half of the
experiment.

Later, the overall density of surfactants on the interface decreases and the in-
terfacial tension tends to that of a system without surfactants on the larger
part of the interface. This slows down the deformation of the interface with
respect to the Ca = 2/3 system without surfactants and makes it similar to
that of the Ca = 1/2 system without surfactants. The deficiency of surfac-
tants at the interface may be restored by surfactants from the bulk. The bulk
contains, however, little surfactants and in combination with the slow diffusive
motion in the fluids, the amount of surfactant at the interface stays as good
as constant. As a result, the overall surfactant density at the interface reduces
as the interface stretches, which causes the interfacial tension to increase and
makes the mixing slower.
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Figure 6.11: Local surfactant density (a) and interfacial tension (b) on the interface
during the mixing process of two immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity at Re = 100,
Ca = 2/3, Λs = 3.5 and nbulk

s = 0.14.

6.5 Discussion

The mixing process of immiscible fluids may be facilitated by surfactants. Dur-
ing mixing the interface moves and deforms. In order to study the behaviour
of surfactants on a moving and deforming interface during mixing we consider
the flow of two immiscible fluids in a lid-driven cavity. In this chapter we em-
ployed the most simple model surfactant, existing of a single DPD bead. It
is also possible to construct surfactants in more detail and test them in the
lid-driven cavity set up. For example, surfactants that consist of a short head
and a long tail or branched surfactants with a double tail. However, there
may be consequences. More detail will make the level of description more
microscopic and increases the influence of the Cahn number. Enhancing the
detail makes the surfactants larger and increases the difference with normal
fluid particles. Hence, the presence of detailed surfactant particles may have a
strong(er) impact on the properties of the bulk fluid and interface.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we studied the general behaviour of surfactants on a moving
and deforming interface during mixing. As test case we examine the flow of two
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immiscible fluids in a square lid-driven cavity at Re = 100. Initially, the fluids
are at rest and separated by a flat interface at half the cavity’s height. We
found that using the parallel wall method to construct the walls of the cavity,
leaves the properties and surfactant distribution in the system unaffected.

As model surfactant we employ a single DPD bead, having the same affinity
towards all species in the system. These single bead model surfactants display
the general behaviour of real surfactants at an interface in so far that they
reside on the interface, spread along the interface and lower the interfacial
tension across the interface. The single bead model surfactant, however, does
not account for the typical head-tail conformation. This allows the model
surfactant to assemble in to multiple layers at the interface, unlike most real
surfactants. In order to guarantee the model surfactant to behave realistic,
forming only a single, monolayer at the interface, the loading of the model
surfactants at the interface is kept within n2/3.

The ability of a surfactant to lower the interfacial tension is of key interest
in the mixing process of immiscible phases. The more surfactant at the inter-
face, the lower the interfacial tension and the easier the immiscible phases are
mixed. Without flow the surfactant particles spread uniformly along the in-
terface, reducing the interfacial tension evenly at all positions at the interface.
We found that the forced flow in the lid-driven cavity sweeps the surfactant
in downstream direction along the interface. Now, when the flow is too weak
to drag the surfactant particles away from the interface, the surfactant starts
to accumulate at the downstream end of the interface. This non-uniform sur-
factant distribution makes the interfacial properties totally different from that
of an interface between fluids at rest. At regions of high surfactant loading
the interfacial tension is lower and the interface is easier to deform than at
regions where the surfactant loading is low. In the present work, the flow in
the cavity forces the surfactants to the region on the interface that is sub-
ject to the largest deformation. As a consequence, the non-uniform surfactant
distribution over the interface has a positive effect on mixing. These results
demonstrate that surfactant motion and accumulation at the interface affects
the mixing process. Finding which surfactant properties stimulate or suppress
the surfactant motion and accumulation at the interface is a next challenge.

Apart from the effect of the surfactant on interfacial tension, we observed a
second effect. Under the action of interfacial tension the surfactant remains on
the interface and suppresses interfacial motion. This effect is stronger at high
surfactant loading at the interface and may reduce the flow in the whole region
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below the interface. However, the exact impact on mixing does not become
clear from the present study. While the surfactants increase the drag on the
interface, we expect it will enhance the interface deformation. On the other
hand, the reduced flow will have a negative effect on the fluid refreshment at
the interface.

Although the single bead model surfactant is not directly comparable to a real
surfactant, it does exhibits the key characteristics of a real surfactant. The
simulations in this chapter have given more insight in the general surfactant
behaviour at an interface under flow conditions. Knowledge that can help
to improve the mixing process of immiscible fluids. Apart from some practi-
cal problems we may conclude that the DPD technique is a suitable tool to
study surfactants at moving interfaces. One of the next challenges would be
to simulate different, more realistic model surfactants in the lid-driven cav-
ity experiment with the DPD technique. Another interesting research topic
would be to investigate the role and behaviour of surfactants during break-up
or coalescence.
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